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ExecutiveSummary
•
•

Since 1983 an ODA-funded programme in southern Zimbabwe has addressed the wider

objective of reducing environmental degradation and improving agricultural sustainability in

semi-arid areas. Research and development projects have investigated methodologies for the

development of community-managed water points and irrigated gardens, and studied the effects

of land management on sustainable groundwater development.
•

A major component of this programme has been a pilot study in Masvingo Province (1992-

1996) to assess the viability of small-scale irrigation using collector wells, undertaken by the

Departments of Agritex, Research and Specialist Services, and Water Resources in

collaboration with the Institute of Hydrology and the British Geological Survey. Nine schemes

were completed with communities in Chivi, Zaka and Chiredzi districts. Collector wells were

found to provide increased yields of groundwater for productive use in some areas. Equally

important, the pilot project identified the real potential that exists to create productive water

points by developing many existing, but presently under-utilised water points and by selecting

appropriate more cost-effective well designs in other areas.

A second major component of work to date has been the instrumented Romwe Catchment Study

of the effects of land management on groundwater recharge. Romwe is the site of the first

collector well garden completed in 1991 and serves 103 families living in the valley. Physical

and socio-economic data collected since inception indicate clearly the effects of current land

management practices on catchment hydrology, and point to alternative practices to protect the

groundwater resource and enhance productivity in this physical and social setting.

An original hypothesis of the research programme was that the introduction of a reliable water

point and community based garden could help lead to wider resource management strategies

within the immediate catchment. Pilot project baseline and return-to-household socio-economic

surveys also began to quantify the range of benefits that reliable productive water points

provided for the household and the community. Hence, the main objectives of the CRMLS

Phase 1 Project were to quantify more closely the impact of productive water points on

production systems and resource management strategies, and to identify future research and

development needs.

•
CRMLS Phase 1 provided an opportunity to synthesise knowledge, data and observations

collected over the last few years, and provided a limited (three week) period of fieldwork and

several workshops. The fieldwork focused on 4 main areas, the Romwe Catchment, a pilot

project collector well garden, a conventional borehole, and a small darn. The key findings were:

Productive water points do have a major impact on livelihood strategies and farming

systems in the surrounding area. Pilot project communities report that they have used
income from their schemes to help start at least 218 household-based projects and many

group-based projects. These benefit from the local community organisational structures
developed in the first project, and serve both members and non-members of the original
scheme.

• The new projects range from small livestock to cattle fattening, from fruit trees to buying
and selling clothes, and from brick making to knitting clubs. The productive water points
also lead to positive changes in the dryland farming system. Income generated from the

sale of vegetables has been used to buy inputs of seed, fertilisers and labour and, for some
•

•
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farmers, has allowed earlier preparation of rainfed fields and brought unused fields back
into production. Although relatively small in some cases, the creation of a steady seasonal
income available to a wide spread of people is proving to be important to development in an
area where income is typically sporadic and unreliable.

•
Productive water points differ significantly from those implemented in conventional water
and sanitation projects with regards to operation and maintenance. Pumps are being
maintained by garden members who use funds generated by their scheme to buy spare parts
to ensure continuity of irrigation. Water user payment schemes were discussed. From this
preliminary survey, it seems that at present payment for repair is made when required rather

411 than paying a fixed rate for water per se. However, a higher willingness to pay for water,
possibly as a monthly charge, was identified.

• Few natural resource management initiatives have occurred spontaneously with the
introduction of productive water points. However, increased agricultural extension advice
was reported with extension staff capitalising on the natural meeting point provided by the
community garden. This, combined with the local organisational structures developed to
manage the water points and gardens, appears to have increased general awareness of water
resource management at these sites.

Property rights for land, water and other natural resources, and the relationships between
new organisational structures for the water point and existing traditional and modern
structures, are important factors that affect successful long-term management of productive
water points. In particular, the questions of resource tenure and how an intervention of this
sort affects relations of power within local community organisational structures are key.
This requires a closer look at social organisation and the problems of collective action in
different user groups.

CRMLS Phase I workshop participants came from a broad spectrum, reflecting the
interdisciplinary nature of the subject. They included garden committee members, village
leaders, extension staff, district authorities, NGO's, national policy makers, ODA advisers, and
rural development specialists. Valuable discussions were held on the experiences to date of
community-based resource management in Zimbabwe, on the importance of scale (both social
and physical) to natural resource management, and on the many and varied research needs and
priorities in dryland areas of Zimbabwe identified from community, institutional and national
perspectives. Important comments and suggestions have also been received from reviewers of
the initial draft of this report. It is concluded that there is need to:

•
Shift emphasis from the present extension-to-farmer approach to a more exposure-oriented
transfer of appropriate technology and ideas;

Identify the principles and local community organisational structures best suited for water
resource management in Communal and Resettlement areas. This will be achieved by
building on the methodology for sustainable water development started in Romwe, by
selecting and instrumenting 3 - 4 additional small catchments as research foci in the other
principle physical and social settings, and by nesting these within a larger river-basin or
'semi-arid'pilot catchment study;

Investigate the potential for macro and micro economic interventions that put resources into
the hands of rural communities and encourage self-initiated development. However, it is
noted that this research lies outside of the scope of activities that are planned under a
second phase of the CRMLS Project.

ii
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ODA is presently considering the funding of three projects to achieve sustainable development
of productive water points in Zimbabwe and the region as a whole. Each of the projects has
clearly defined objectives. Whilst these objectives are intended to be complementary, the
CRMLS Phase H Project, in particular, has been designed so that it can stand alone and so that
delays in finalising approval for other projects will not necessitate delays in starting the
CRMLS Phase II Project. The three projects are:

•
a) Nutrition Gardens and Groundwater Development in Zimbabwe (NGADl): a

development project to build local capacity and implement 100 productive water points
(ODA TC funds);

•
b) Catchment Management for Productive Water Points (CMPWP): a development

project to run parallel to NGADI to implement and assesscommunity-based catchment
management around each of the 100 NGADI productive water points (ODA TC funds);

c) Community Resdurce Management and Livelihood Strategies (GRAILS Phase ll): a
research project to underpin the development of productive water points, build on the
findings of the Romwe Catchment Study and CRMLS Phase I and to investigate how
productive water impact on the wider farming and livelihood systems (ODA TDR and
NRSP funds).

ODA is concerned to support this programme in a way which is consistent with national
strategies for water resource management (WRMS) and Government decentralisation
(RDCCBP), and the support of ODA and other donors for these strategies through district-based
integrated rural water supply and sanitation projects, small dam rehabilitation projects, and
community resource management projects such as CAMPFIRE.

The research programme can and should capitalise on local experience of participatory
approaches to resource development in Zimbabwe. It provides an opportunity to avoid past
problems of fragmented projects developed in isolation. Equal emphasis is required on
physical, institutional, financial and organisational issues of water resource management in
Communal and Resettlement areas, requiring an interdisciplinary study that can draw in social
science, institutional development and participatory process expertise to facilitate the project.

The potential impact of productive water points in semi-arid areas is vast, both at local and
regional level. It wanants the careful design and implementation of an interdisciplinary
research programme to underpin their development. The list of identified research needs is
long. It is recognised that this goes beyond the remit and likely funding capacity of the ODA
Natural Resources Semi-arid Production Systems Programme and Engineering Division alone.
It is also recognised that the Institute of Hydrology and counterpart organisations in Zimbabwe,
although taking an inter-disciplinary approach to the research programme can still benefit from
the skills and experience gained from other research projects in related areas. Finally, this report
indicates how the ODA TDR funded research activities could be linked to complementary ODA
TC funded development activities in Zimbabwe to pursue broader and longer-term resource
management objecti ves.
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1. Introduction
•

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE CRMLS PHASE 1 PROJECT

Since 1983 an ODA-funded programme has investigated ways of developing and managing

groundwater resources in semi-arid areas In Zimbabwe, this collaborative programme has
involved various departments in the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Water Development,

the Ministry of Local Government, Rural and Urban Development, the Institute of Hydrology
and the British Geological Survey. Principle components of the program= have been the ODA

TC- funded pilot study of "Small scale irrigation using collector wells" and the ODA TDR-
funded Romwe Catchment Study. Both projects are located in Masvingo Province in south-east
Zimbabwe, and are described in detail in a series of project reports (Butterworth a al., 1995a,b;
1997a,b,c,d; Lovell et aL, I993a,b; 1994a,b; 1995; 1996).

•

The main emphasis to date has been the development and monitoring of small scale,
community-managed irrigated gardens using groundwater. The groundwater has been provided
by a new type of well called a collector well, designed to give reliable, increased yields of water
in areas underlain by crystalline basement geology. By the end of the programme 9 such
schemes had been implemented, one of which, at the Romwe catchment in Chivi district, has
since been at the centre of a long term investigation of the effects of land management on the
groundwater resource. These nine schemes are referred to as "pilot project schemes" or
"collector well gardens" in this report.

•
Importantly, as work proceeded in the pilot project, it became clear that the participatory
approach developed to implement collector well gardens was equally well suited to any source

of reliable water, ground or surface, and that real potential exists to create many productive
water points, not just by using collector wells but by either developing existing water points that
are presently under-utilised or by selecting the well design best suited to give adequate supply at
minimum cost in other areas. The concept of "productive water points" (PWP) has evolved to
encompass this shift in philosophy, and is used throughout this report to differentiate between
those water points that have some form of attached production system, and those developed
solely or principally for the supply of domestic water only (non-productive water points).

A research initiative entitled "Community Resource Management and Livelihood Strategies"
(CRMLS) was submitted jointly to the ODA Engineering Division (ED) andNatural Resources
Systems Programme (NRSP) in August 1996. It was based upon the observation that the
introduction of a productive water point appeared to have good potential for production systems
enhancement. The pilot study had found that the productive water points appeared to provide a

good entry point for wider catchment management strategies (Lovell et al., 1996) and the
CRMLS research process aimed to investigate this issue further. To do so it is taking a phased
approach, the first step of which, CRMLS Phase I, lasted six months from August 1996 to
January 1997.

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

Pilot project baseline and return-to-household socio-economic surveys, undertaken in 1993 and
1995 respectively (Brown and Dube, 1994; Waughray a al., 1995), began to quantify the range
of benefits that reliable productive water points can provide, be they surface or groundwater-
based, collector well or other well design. The main objective of the CRMLS Phase I project
was to quantify more closely the impact of productive water points on production systems and

•

•



resource management strategies in dryland catchments, and to identify research and
development priorities. Particular attention was given to determining the existence of
community focused strategies that harness the economMi- institutional benefits generated by
productive water points. Further details are providediirAendir.

1.3 PROJECF OUTPUTS

The key output of CRMLS Phase I was seen as information,specifically informationon:

Existing community resource management and livelihood strategies
current natural resource management and livelihoodstrategies

• the extent to which these strategies have been influenced by the introductionof productive
water points

•

New and potential community resource management and livelihood strategies
resource management and livelihood strategiesthat stakeholders feel shouldbe implemented

• to determine if management systems are needed to co-ordinateand integratethese strategies
to determine the best scale at which to undertake thesestrategies

•
Identify research needs to achieve development of sustainable productive water points and
associated community resource management and livelihood strategies

indicate how complementary ODA TDR and TC funded activities in Zimbabwe can be
linked to pursue the broad resource managementproject that is required

•

1.4 SURVEY DESIGN AND MEMODOLOGY

The CRMLS Phase I survey was designed by an interdisciplinary team comprising a
Zimbabwean Social Development Adviser, two UK Farming Systems Advisers,and Institute of
Hydrology and Department of Research and Specialist Services staff involved in the pilot
project. In designing the survey, the team were aware of the need to take accountof appropriate
systems boundaries and the fieldwork thus focused on investigating the impactof productive
and non-productive water points on three production systems within the surrounding
catchments:

livelihood systems: current farm and non-farm based income generation and
diversification activities undertaken by people living in and around thecatchment;

ii.farming systems: decisions and actions involving land use, capital and labour inputs,
crop and animal production activities, and farm outputs within the local rainfed,
irrigated and livestock farming system;

iii.	 natural resource management systems: decisions and actions involving the
management and development of forestry and grazing areas arid surface and
groundwater resources.

Although fieldwork was limited to only three weeks, it was felt worthwhile tocompare (at least
in a preliminary manner) the differences that might exist between productive and non-
productive water points, and between surface and groundwater-based productivewater points.
The fieldwork thus focused on Rornwe catchment and collector well garden(as the longest
running pilot scherne), a second pilot project scheme at Mawadzz (noted for the progressive
attitude shown by the garden committee and members),a conventional boreholeat Zvada Kraal

2
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(in the same general area as Mawadze and about which nothing was known prior to the survey)
and a sub-sample of four respondents in the Mawadze area who are members of a dam-based
irrigation scheme at Makambe Dam. At all sites respondent households were selected randomly
by drawing names from a hat containing all member and non-member households in the study
area. A map showing geographical location of the sites is included at Appendix 5.

A series of informal participatory group sessions and formal household surveys were
undertaken at each site during the period 14 - 25 October, 1996. The former consisted of four
sessions conducted in Shona by male and female DR&SS enumerators assisted by Dr Nangati
and IN staff, and took two mornings per site to complete. The four sub-groups determined by
the community at each site generally consisted of older and younger men and women. Further
details are provided in Appendix I.

For the formal household surveys, each visit by the enumerators was pre-arranged to ensure that
the respondent's household was aware of the survey process. The surveys were always
conducted at the respondent's home and took about one hour per household.

•

On the 30th October, a group meeting was also held at Mashungwa Hall in Zaka District to
enable committee members from all collector well gardens to meet and exchange experiences
and thereby provide input to the CRMLS consultation process. Fourty-four people attended.

Overall, the three week survey provided an opportunity to:

• Update socio-economic information on the pilot project schemes
Collect further data on household incomes

• Collect data on livelihood systems generated by productive water points
• Collect data on the impact of productive water points on the farming system

Compare the impact of productive and non-productive water points
• Identify different water user groups at each and their institutional environment

Analyse the willingness to pay for water at productive and non-productive water points
Analyse the willingness to pay back a loan for a productive water point
Investigate issues raised by non-members of gardens

• Ascertain perceived natural resource management problems and solutions

Appendix 1 provides details of how each aspect was addressed by the survey.

•
13 DATA ANALYSIS

The first step in analysing the survey data was to explore the information for distribution of
responses using frequency distributions and descriptive statistics. As the samples were small,
population or characteristic estimates were not calculated. Where appropriate, data was used in
comparative static analyses to examine relationships between variables (particularly income
levels) to see if there was evidence of significant change as a result of the productive water
point. Details of formulae for statistical calculations used are given in Waughray et aL (1995;
annex 7). The contingent valuation data was also cross tabulated and is presented with some
initial financial analyses of the ability to pay for a range of potential further projects.
Understandably, a large amount of qualitative data has also been processed in this project, and
where not ranked is presented as a series of issues that arose in relation to a point in question.
In particular, the Makambe Darn population was too small to give anything but a first glimpse.•

•
•
•
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1.6 PROJECT WORKSHOPS
•

The CRMLS Phase 1 project provided an opportunity to synthesise knowledge, data and
observations collected in the programme over the last few years, and much of this synthesis
occurred during a series of workshopsand meetings.

Prior to the project, a workshop was held in Masvingo (July 24-26, 1996)to present findings of
the Romwe Catchment study, discuss community-based resource management in Zimbabwe,
and identify further research and development needs. This meeting addressed many issues
relevant to the CRMLS project, particularly those relating to the importanceof scale (physical
and social) and the effects of systems boundaries on community resource management. The
conclusions of this workshopare included in this report.

•
During the project, further meetings were held to provide other stakeholders with an
opportunity to discuss the CRMLS survey results and to discuss the best direction for future
research:

• A meeting on the 6-8 November was held at Triangle for district level staff. Further details
are presented in Appendix 2.

A meeting on the 11 November at the British Development Division in Central Africa,
Harare, for national level stakeholders (WRMS staff, NGO's, ODA Advisers) to see and
discuss the initial research findings.

•
A meeting on the 9 December at 111Wallingford for UK rural development specialists and
ODA managers to see and discuss the initial research findings.

• Two independent consultants reports have also been produced for the CRML.SPhase I project.
Appendix 3 provides a report by Dr Nangati, the Zimbabwean Social Development Advisor,
and Appendix 6 provides a report by Prof. Keatinge, the Agricultural Systems Advisor to the
project.

The following chapter presents the results of the fieldwork and consultationprocess in relation
to assessing the impact of productive water points on surroundingproductionsystems.

•



2. The impact of productive water points on
surrounding production systems

2.1 UPDATED INFORMATION ON PILOT PROJECf SCHEMES

The CRMLS fieldwork surveyed 60 households. 18 were the householdsof garden members
and 18 were the householdsof non-gardenmembersat Romwe and Mawadze,4 were members
at Makannbedam co-operative garden, and 20 were householdsusing the borehole at Zvada
Kraal. 53% of the survey respondentswere wives or female heads of household, 20% were
male headsof household, 18% were both wife and husband,and 10% weresonsand daughters.
A garden member is defined as a person who hasjoined and remains part of the community
garden at a productive water point. By way of example, there are on average86 households
with garden membersper pilot project scheme,typically being drawn froth five or six kraals in
the area.

2.1.1 Income From the Community Gardens

Table 2.1 comparesgrowing and selling periods and incomes from vegetableselling for garden
membersrecordedin this survey and in the 1995Return-to-HouseholdsSurvey.

•

Table 2.1 Comparison of growing and selling periods and incomes front vegetable selling for
garden members recorded from the 1995 and 1996 surveys.

1995 Household Survey 1996 CRMLS Phase 1 Survey
1994/95 season 1995/96 season

Avenge length of vegetable growing season 6.8 (s.d. 2.4)* 10.8 (s.d. 2.4)
in the community garden (months)
Average length of vegetable selling season 4.6 (s.d. 198) 6.5 (sd. 2.7)

5 from the community garden (months)
Average income ((ann gate prices) from the 225.20 (sd. 99.3) 280. 30 (s.d. 100.3)
communi (iS)"

Pilot ProjectSth ProgressRepon (Lovell et al_ 1995)
••CRMLS Phase1 surveyZ$17 = il; 1995 householdsurveyZ$I 3 = LI (Waughrayet at, 1995)

2.1.2 Garden member spending patterns

In the CRMLS sample, 70% of the garden memberssurveyed said that some of the money
generatedby the community gardenwent towards the purchaseof groceries (soap,oil, salt, etc.).
65% of garden members surveyed said that some of the income from the garden also went
towards school fees. 65% of garden members surveyed also said that some of the garden
income went into buying more rainfed farm inputs.

•

2.1.3 Non garden member spending patterns

Table 2.2 overleaf compares vegetable spending patternsrecorded in both the 1995 and 1996
surveys.

•

5
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Table 2.2 Comparison of vegetable spendingpatternsfrom the 1995 and 1996 surveys.

Amount spent on
fresh vegetables

before theen
- Avemge(Zj)per month- 	 10.41- -

Ran e 7-1 er month 5.00 - 22.00

Amount spent on fresh
vegetables recorded In 1995

Household awn

2.00 - 30.00

Amount spent on fresh
vegetables as recorded In
the 1996 CHINES surve

24.00
10.00 - 240.00

2.1.4 Wealth and assetsof garden membersversusnon-garden members

Dataon householdassets,family sizes,familymembersavailableto work inthefarmingsystem
and the sizesof land holdingper family were obtainedduring the CRMLS Phase I survey.
Table2.3 comparesthisdatafor gardenandnon-gardenmembers.

Table 2.3 The market or farm gate price of householdassets (1996) used toquantify household
wealth




Total sample Garden members Non garden
members

Average family size/ household I 1.5 11.0 9.2




(s.d. 5.)) (s.d.4.3)
Averagenumberoffamilymemben 6.1 I 7.1 5.5
household available to work in the farm system (s.d.186) (s.d. 4.5) (s.d.3.1 )
Avenge size of land holding per household (ha) 3.5 3.7 2.7
Average wealth estimate of livestock assets per 13. 312 17, 711 9, 158
household (2$) (s.d 14, 296) (s.d.11 195) (s.d. 14, 396)
Average wealth estimate of capital goods per 10,918° 20. 500 2, 400
household (2$) (s.d.26, 162) (s.d.36. 251) (s.d.2, 424)
Average wealth estimate of total assets per 23. 624' 46. 261 11. 445
household (ZS s.d.30, 313 s.d.51 325 s.d. IS, 758

'one outlier greater than two standard deviations from the mean removed

What is strikingis that in all wealthmeasurementsgardenmembers,as a group,are wealthier
thannon-gardenmembers.For exampleTable 24 showsthat from a comparisonof livestock
holdingsthesamplesare indeedstatisticallydifferent.

Table 2.4 Livestock head surveyed pre and post the 1991/92 drought

Livestock Total (and average
per household) pre

1991./92 dr ht

Total(and avenge

per household) in

1993.

Total (and average per
household) for garden
members in 1996

Total (and average per
household for non-garden

members in 1996
Cattle 1003 (84) 49 (0.4) 94 (5.5) 45 (/5)
GoaLs 851 (7.1) 304 (2.5) 168 (9.8) 109 (6.0)
Sheep 79 (0.7) 15 (o. 1)





Donke s 41 (0.34) 14 (01) 37 (22) II (0 6)

• Data is taken at 4 prospective pilot project sites as baseline data (n= 120 households surveyed) and during the 1996
CRMLS survey (n=17 garden members; 18 non-garden [members)

6
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This is an interesting result which contradicts to some extent the findings of the 1995 return-to-
household survey, which used a wealth categorisation based on reported cash income and
enumerator observation, and found that there was no difference between thetwo populations. It
is perhaps not surprising that the member population does not exactly reflectthe wealth spread
of the larger community, as it is normal that where a community is allowedto decide project-
membership unhindered (as was the case in the pilot project), membership is likely to be
skewed towards the wealthier and more influential members of the community. It seems that
while the poor are still well represented (at least 49% of garden-membersbeing from the very
poorest sectors of the community) they may be under-represented relative to their presence in
the community as a whole. The results draw attention to the skewed nature of wealth
distribution in communal lands and suggest that wealth estimates based on capitalisation of
assets give a more sensitive and reliable measure of real wealth than reported cash income.
This methodology should be further developed in the next phase of work.

The findings also raise other important issues pertinent to the wider developmentof productive
water points. These include the need to further investigate the question of wealth and equity
when deciding project membership,and in particular to what extent outsideadvice is necessary
or desirable to ensure access to schemes by the more marginal and disadvantagedsectors of the
community. Further investigation into methodologies for judging relative and absolute wealth
is also recommended, with particular emphasis on identifying a stable frameworkwithin which
to monitor changes in total wealth between garden and non-garden members. Given the marked
difference in family size, further investigationof the links between family size and wealth, and
the effects of out migration on work-forceavailability are also indicated.

2.2 THE IMPACT OF PRODUCTIVE WATER POINTS ON LIVELIHOOD
STRATEGIES

•

2.2.1 Group projects arising from productive water point income at pilot project
schemes

•
Community discussions identified numerousexamples of group initiatives thathave started as a
result of the productive water points. A selection of these are shown in Table 2.5 below.
During discussions a number of important issues emerged. Firstly, it is clear that the levelof
incomegenerated by the gardens (rather than the general level of economic welfare the schemes
offer) is a critical variable in determining the scale and extent of related group activities,
particularly those that rely on establishing credit facilities. The income potential from the
gardens is in itself related to positive pm and post-harvest marketing strategiesand successful
collective garden management, as well as length of growing and selling periodsthat individuals
decide upon.

Secondly, accessto informationabout other GO and NGO community-based projects that
require part-funding or that recognise group financial assets as a basis for offering rural
development loans is important. Channels of communication between external agencies and
community groups now having a small capital base have been opened and maintained at pilot
schemes by village community workers (VCW's), Agritex staff and localCouncillors. It is
primarily through these channels that other group activities have taken off, with community
money generated (at least in part) from the gardens being matched or exceeded by other
agencies

•

•

•
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Table 2.5 Case study examples of projects arising from productive water point income

•

46 out of the 50 garden members at Romwe contributed Z$920 (Z$20 each) to buy a

knapsack sprayer to be used for the garden and for their rainfed cotton crops. The
remainder of the $920 was used to buy spare parts for the collector well bush pumps.

•
46 out of the 50 garden members at Romwe are also members of a crochet cooperative
contributing Z$2300 per season (1$46 each) towards materials. The conunittee that
manages the decisions and finances for this group initiative is separate to that of the

garden.

• 8 member households at site 6, the most recent collector well garden, have formed a
cattle fattening project. They each paid a 1$25 joining fee and contribute a monthly

subscription to the club. They are hoping that their MP will help to arrange a loan for
them with the CSC to purchase the cattle.

• 	 10 garden members at Site I together contributed Z$200 ($20 each) to make 10 per cent
of the total cost to purchase a fence, chicks and feeding troughs with the GTZ CARD
programme contributing the remaining 90 per cent of costs.

•	 7 garden members at site 3 together secured a Z$15 000 loan from the AFC at a 23 per
cent interest rate to buy 14 cattle for a cattle rehabilitation project. Combined with their
tainted farms, the projected income from their productive water point gave them
enough credit security for the loan to be granted. The members raised an additional
Z$800 each towards the purchase of the cattle. A revolving fund based on a portion of
the profits from garden sales from each of the 7 members is being used to pay back the
loan. It should be noted that as of 1995, garden members at site 3 earned on average
Z$664 over a maximum selling period of 7.5 months. At this site, routine monitoring
found that the garden members were active in finding markets for their produce,
walking with dishes of vegetables for sale up to 8 km away. Block purchases of
vegetables securing an assured Z$30 per day also occurred with agents coming from the
nearby town of Jerera. A local school and small township also provide a ready market
for the site's vegetables. Site 3 should therefore be seen as a very successful
community garden in terms of income generation for its members.

111 At site 2 the 109 members have used collector well water to mould bricks and income
from the garden to build a house for a sewing and knitting cooperative. The Kellog
Foundation is helping provide other inputs.

•
15 members at site 1 have established a poultry cooperative with materials and funds
sufficient to rear 75 broilers. A rabbit unit for 20 rabbits is also under construction.

At site 5 (Mawadze) five members each put aside Z$40 to set up a poultry; cooperative.
Their committee is separate from that of the garden.

•
Other cooperative initiatives recorded without exact numbers of members include the
planting of fruit tree orchards and gum tree woodlots, the establishment of seed
nurseries, and several knitting clubs, pottery clubs and sewing clubs.

•



•
•
•

21.2 Revolving funds arising from productive water points

Another measure of the livelihood strategy enhancing capabilities of productivewater points is
the revival and blossoming of "revolving fund" arrangements among collector well garden
members observed first in the 1995 Return to HouseholdSurvey (Waughrayet al. 1995 pp.43).
A revolving fund is a traditional savings club operated and managed by a group of friends or
colleagues. Each member of the fund puts an equal mount into a "kitty" each week or month.
The kitty is given to one member whose turn it is to spend the money. Each member takes a
turn to spend the kitty - hence the name "revolving" fund. Where investmentfacilities are
limited and where ready cash is a scarce commodity (where them is a high marginal utility
attached to money) membership of a revolving fund is a rational, risk-reducing exercise. It
becomes possible when members feel they can rely on a steady income from an income
generating activity with which to participate in the fund.

The CRMLS survey found that 69% of garden membersin the sample are involvedin revolving
funds based on the collector well gardens, compared to the 1995figure of 49% of the sample.
Membership of funds ranges from 7 to 20. Table 2.6 below contains detailsof the revolving
funds formed since the collector well gardens started.

Length of selling period is critical to the amount of group savings that can be collected.
Revolving funds that have longer periods over which money is collected attractmore members
and can afford to rely on a lower weekly contribution. Despite some gapsin information on
group membership (average 11.2; s.d. 5.3), the amountsthat are being collectedindividually by
fund members in the CRMLS survey range from Z$96 to Z$240 and are sufficientto help start
new individual household projects (costs quoted ranging from Z$40 to ZS440). If the funds
were used to create group savings, the amounts collected would range fromZ$1120 to Z$2160
per selling period (average Z$1704; s.d. 460.9) and wouldbe sufficient to investin the materials
and inputs needed to start a group activity such as a poultryco-operative.

•

•
Table 2.6 Revolvingfund informationgiven by the CRMLSsample of gardenmembers

•

•

•

SITE Length of
selling
period
(weeks)

Respondents
' Income
from garden
ZS/ year

Number

intiefuncli

AmountTotal in
put intofund per
fund ZS/week (Z$)
week

Amount
savedper
group per
season(74)

Amount
savedper 
individual
per season
ZS




5 16 230 7 1070 1120 160
• 5 16 240 7 15105 1680 240




Romwe 28 180 10 550 1400 140

• Romwe 24 325 12 7.590 2160 180




Romwe 12 350 20 9180 2160 108

0 5
5

16
36

180
-




6
5




96
180




5 20 350




6




120
• The following funds were clearly supported




just collector well garden income




by more than
Romwe 40 360 8 30 240 9600 1200
Romwe 52 560 16 21.6 346 17992 1124.5

Derails of revolving funds established at the other pilot project sitesaregiven by Waugh ray etal. (1995)

•

•
•
•
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The type of goods on which revolving fund income is spent seems to be a dynamic variable. At
Mawadze (Site 5) established in 1995, many revolving funds are being used for dealing with
immediate household expenditures, such as the payment of school fees or uniforms, and the
purchase of utensils and basic household needs. At the Romwe site, established in 1991,
savings clubs are now geared more towards saving to buy livestock, inputs for other income
generating initiatives and for "emergencies" with less emphasis on the immediate household
necessities apart from the recurrent cost of school fees.

It is interesting to note in Table 2.6 the existence of two revolving funds at Romwe, the
contributions to which add up to more than the estimated annual income from the garden for the
individual respondents. The two respondents here were among the wealthiest in the sample and
are involved in savings clubs that started as a result of the community garden, but which are
now supported by incomes from other related group or individual activities.

•
2.2.3 Individual or household-based projects arising from the garden schemes.

41 14 of the 17 garden members surveyed said that the collector well gardens had helped them
either start new household projects or improve existing ones. 6 said they had started two or
more new projects, 5 said they had started one new project. Only 1 of these 11 was not
involved in a scheme-related revolving fund. Cash inputs to start these individual projects
ranged from 1$40 to 1$440 pa. Outputs from the new projects (gross margins at farm gate
prices not including opportunity costs of labour) ranged from $100 to 2640 pa.

•
6 of the 17 garden members surveyed said they had not started any new individual projects. In
an effort to identify reasons why, other socio-economic variables were investigated. Only one
of this sub-sample was a member of a scheme-related revolving fund. On average this sub-

sample had a longer growing period in the garden (all six grew for 12 months of the year) but
sold less vegetables (an average income from the garden of Z8227.50). The sub-sample has a
wide disparity in wealth, ranging from 2 owning little or no livestock or capital goods to 1 being
amongst the wealthiest in the whole survey. 4 of the 6 have less than the average sample size of
land holding (1.5-2.5 ha compared to the sample average of 3.5 ha). The sub-sample (less one
household with 19 members working on the farm) also had an average of 5.8 people labour
availability compared to an overall sample average of 8.4. It is not known whether these 6
respondents are members of some of the new group projects at these sites.

From this limited sample there does not seem to be a single overriding factor that constrains
garden members from starting new individual projects on the back of the benefits a productive
water point provides. Issues such as land, capital and labour availability may well interact with

other factors such as security of tenure, soil fertility, other projects (for the wealthier members)
and other priorities of the 'household decision making process not investigated in this
preliminary survey. The different types of individual project reported by committee members to
have started a.sa result of income generated at pilot schemes are shown in Tables 2.7. and 2.8.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Table 2.7 Farm-based householdprojects started using incomefrom productive water points
•

0
•

•

•

°at site5 mostmembers(48) now havean individualfruittreeprojectas a resultof the collectorwellgarden

4111
Table 2.8 Non-farm based household projects started using income from the collector well
gardens




Numberof ro ects
Buyingandselling2ndhandclothes 28
Householdknittingprojects 12
Household potteryprojects 12
Household mat-makingprojects 9
Householdsewin'acts 9

•
•

Although one household may undertake more than one project simultaneously, in total 218
different household based projects were reported to have started at least in part as a result of the
collector well and community garden schemes.

The schemes seem to be especially good at enabling female garden members to move into
alternative income generating activities. However, none of the projects appeared to specifically
benefit or be targeted at young men or young women in the community. In fact, the younger
people at the project sites (both school leaving age and the newly married) stated that no real
income generating opportunities have arisen for them from the collector well and community
garden. This is despite the fact that younger people believe that they often do most of the work
in the garden with little or no recognition from their parents.

•

41 Sentiments of alienation expressed by some younger people are an issue also identified in
previous work. It is however necessary to differentiate between complaints expressed by young
school age members of garden member families and young married couples. Complaints by
teenagers about having to work on the family plot without receiving payment should be viewed
within the context of a growing generation gap between elders who expect family members to
work together for the common good, and younger people who tend to think in terms of cash
wages and wish to be more independent. Given that one of the most reported uses of project
money is payment of school fees, their complaints should perhaps be given lessfocus.

The case of young couples is however worthy of closer attention. Many young people leave the
communal areas to search for work in urban areas, those who remain or return very often have
inadequate access to land, which is largely tied up by the elders. Traditional systems of land
management are based on the assumption that there will always be adequate supplies of new
land to which family members may move, something which is obviously no longer the case.

•
I I




Numberof ro ects
Goatprojects 21
Poultryprojects 19
Fmittreeprojecte 16
Ilirkey projects 15
Cattlefaueningpmjects 11
Rabbitprojects 5
Gumtimewoodlots 3

Pimeets I

•

•

•

•

•
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The young poor, while not specifically identified within this survey, are a very real sub-group,
and earlier work has identified them as being particularly interested in those wealth generating
projects where access to land is not a prerequisite. The extent to which this group is represented
in collector well gardens, and the potential for further projects to specifically target them,
should be an area of priority in further research

•
2.2.4 Changesin thelivelihoodstrategiesof non-gardenmembers

•
6 of the 18 non-garden members surveyed said they have also started new projects or are
involved in new activities as a result of the collector well gardens. These include:

• the buying and reselling of vegetables from the gardens. For example, at Romwe a non-
garden member described how she would buy 13 bundles of vegetables at the garden for Z$1
per bundle and then re-sell them in the nearby township for Z$2 per bundle. Visual evidence
in the townships in Masvingo Province suggests that particularly vigorous markets for fresh
vegetables exist at certain times of the year. Need for further research on crop rotations and
marketing strategies to capitalise on this madcet was identified during the pilot project and
proposed for the next phase of work.

being hired for labour (weeding, planting, harvesting) in the community garden or in garden
members' rainfed fields

• beer brewing and brick making using water from the collector well. Non-garden members
said, however, that water related production activities such as these occur only at those sites
where there is perceived to be enough "spare" water from the water point after the
community's domestic and garden irrigation requirements have been met.

The above are all household-based activities. The CRMLS survey did not identify any
group-based non-garden member initiatives that had started as a result of the productive
water points.

•
23 THE IMPACT OF PRODUCI1VEWATER POINTS ON SURROUNDING

FARMINGSYSTEMS

23.1 Theimpactfor gardenmembers

• 14of the 17 garden members surveyed said that they had experienced positive changes in their
farming practices as a result of the collector well garden schemes, mainly through the ability to
purchase more farm inputs to improve productivity.

•
In the sub-sample of 3 garden members who had not changed their farming practices, all had a
below average number of household members working on the farm. In addition, all were below
the sample average in wealth, and 2 of the 3 had less land than the sample average; one of these
respondents was one of the poorest in the whole survey. 2 of the 3 are also from households
that have not undertaken any new individual income generating projects. It would be useful to
monitor this more closely over time, to see if the schemes do, in the longer term, benefit these
most resource poor households as they have On more rapid fashion) those households with more
labour, land or capital assets. Other socio-economic factors such as education and health may
also be important here. However, when considering issues of equity, it should be noted that
these resource poor households are still members of the community garden and, as such, are
benefiting from access to a reliable source of fresh vegetables and cash income.

12



When asked exactly how they have changed their rainfed farming practices, garden members in
the sample gave a range of responses:

Seed Purchases
11 of the 17 members said they use garden income to buy seed for their farms. Planting times
are particularly critical in dryland farming, and the importance of being able to rely on an
income (however small) at planting time cannot be over stated.

•
Hired Labour
Shared and hired labour has always been a feature of farming in communal areas of Zimbabwe.
In recent years, however, there has been a shift away from traditional arrangements of
reciprocity (work parties etc.) and payment in kind (typically beer and meat) towards more
commercial relationships. In Romwe, wealthier families frequently employ younger members
of poorer families to do chores such as herding and cleaning, often while their own children are
at school.

•

7 of 17 garden members surveyed said that they use money from the scheme to help hire labour
for weeding, maintaining contour bunds, spraying and ploughing their raided fields. It is
typically younger, poorer members of the community who are keen to be hired for work, and the
survey suggests that they appreciate the availability of cash to pay for their work that is
provided by the collector well garden. Several garden members said that they hire children to
weed their collector well garden plots at Z$10-20 a time. Several non-member families said that
this income from their children's labour is now an important part of the household budget. The
long term effects on the children of poorer households who miss school to earn money was
outside the scope of this survey, but this whole area is of crucial importance when considering
the equity of the development process as a whole.

•

The CR.MLS survey suggests that labour budgets have been enhanced in the rainfed fields as a
result of the collector wells and community gardens. In general, garden members' rainfed farms
are now experiencing more labour inputs from hired labour to weed and spray and to help
prepare the fields. A typical response from a garden member was that: "I used to leave two
hectares or so of my farm each year, but now I can farm it all by hiring labour."

Purchase of inorganic fertiliser

2 members in the sample said they use garden income to buy inorganic fertiliser for their rainfed
fields. The respondents were not particularly wealthy, although they were gaining an income
from the collector well garden greater than the sample average. Both had land holdings less
than the sample average.

Purchase of other farm inputs

7 of the 17 members surveyed reported that garden income also helps in the purchase of other
rainfed farm inputs, namely chemicals, hoes and replacement parts for ploughs and cultivators
such as nuts, bolts, blades, buckles etc. Of this sub-sample, 6 of the 7 also said they hired
labour and bought more seeds, and I bought fertiliser.

Cropping Patterns

Evidence of a change in cropping patterns came from members interviewed at Mawadze, where
some rainfed vegetable gardens have been convened to fruit orchards. At this site, vegetable
supply is now perceived to be met by the community garden, and tree nurseries funded by the
community garden can supply member households with trees to provide fruit both for home
consumption arid for sale.

.
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Agricultural Extension Advice
All garden members surveyed were unanimous that extension advice has improved as a result of
the collector well garden. Respondents said that previously the extension worker used to visit
the better farmers but now makes mom regular visits and more group talks on fanniuig methods.
Respondents also repotted that the extension staff use the community gardens as a regular
meeting point for the farming community, talking to the members as a group on what their
targets and focus should be for a particular farming period, be it in the community garden or in
the rainfed fields. Similarly, the community now lobby the extension staff collectively for
advice and feedback on common problems. Two sites drew attention to problems they were
having with their extension worker and the need for quality advice to help improve the
productivity of their farming systems.

All sites reported a problem with poor vegetable quality. Reasons put forward included infected
compost, lack of rotation, and incorrect pesticides. These problems were consistently recorded
during the pilot project, and CRMLS confirms the real need for more research and extension on
aspects such as permaculture, pest and disease control, crop diversification and crop rotations
that consider markets, taste preference, and the limited number of beds available per member.

23.2 The impact for non-garden members

The ability to purchase more inputs for the farming system was found to be almost exclusive to
garden member households. However, 15 of the 18 non-garden members surveyed said that
they have also experienced some improvement in farming as a result of the productive water
point. Indirect benefits were said to include better extension advice as a result of attending and
contributing to the group talks now held regularly at the gardens. The survey also found that
non-garden members have reacted positively to the experience of watching the community
gardens evolve. Non-garden members mentioned that they have seen how, if people work
together, they can be assured of getting something, even if the area of activity seems relatively
small at first. At Mawadze a farming group has now been formed by both non-garden and
garden members in order to visit one another's fields and share ideas on farming techniques.

Importantly, the CRMLS Phase 1 survey suggests that the non-garden members' private rainfed
vegetable gardens have not been affected by the new community gardens. 15 of the 18 non-
garden members surveyed said that they still use their rainfed gardens for growing vegetables
for home consumption during the wet season. 14 said that they still grow some rainfed
vegetables in their fields during the wet season.

2.4 OTHER ISSUES RAISED BY NON-MEMBERS

Table 2.9 shows the benefits to garden members of thewater point schemes as ranked by the
non garden members. The key benefit that non-members felt accrues exclusively to members
was that'of direct access to fresh vegetables, particularlyduring the dry season. The benefits of
a reliable water source were not felt to beexclusive,however,as non-garden members have
access to \ the water points for their domestic water requirements. When asked to identify
income generation opportunities that the schemes had created for members, non-members
commente&that the schemeshad allowed membersto buy livestock and inputs necessary for
rearing them, to purchase household needs, to be in revolving funds, and to be able to buy food
even in droughtperiods.

•
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Table 2.9 The benefits to garden members as ranked by non-garden members

•
BenefitInorderofImportance %of non-gardenmemberswhorankedthebenefitat this

levelof I
I. Morefreshvegetables 77
2. "Otherthinp" 72

Moremoney 44
Reliablewatersu I 22

•

•

The category "other things" includes the wide range of non-member's observations about the
advantages members have obtained as a result of the productive water point. For example,
some non-members added to the improvements in farm productivity by saying that, in being
able to sell fresh vegetables earlier than others in the community, members of the garden can
now buy seeds and start rainfed farming earlier in the season than othert. In many seasons,
garden members rainfed yields will thus be higher (a benefit of early planting) and earlier
harvests can also be sold at a premium. Other non-members highlighted the "benefit" to the
garden committees of the money now being collected as charges for water use.

23 THE IMPACT OF PRODUCTIVEWATER POINTS ON NATURAL
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

•
A shortage of grazing land, overgrazing of existing pastures, tree felling, and the opening up of
new, marginal land were the main natural resource managentnt problems identified by the
sample groups. Initially, little weight was given by the groups to a perceived need for water
resource conservation or for ideas for improved management of water resources. However, the
groups in general seemed to be responsive to issues of conservation when these were raiscd,
perhaps as a result of the increased level of extension advice at these sites. Indeed, one
respondent at Romwe has dug her own infiltration pits, and the extension worker at Mawadze is
encouraging the community there to do the same thing around their collector well.

•
From the group discussions, it appears them are a variety of ways in which natural resource
management activities are implemented, whether initiated by individuals, extension staff or
traditional leaders. Generally, work is undertaken through the extension services, who turn to
the kraal heads to either mobilise people in the community and or to enforce penalties on
wrongdoers, usually through the imposition of fines. To implement a fining system, the kraal
head often uses a traditional enforcement agency in the form of a 'natural resources' committee
within the community. These kraal-head committees can be for land and trees and grazing.
Sometimes there is an overlap, with members of a productive water point committee also
serving on a kraal head NR committee. Although these committees cover all natural resources

__in the area, there was general dissatisfaction expressed by the sample groups on the ability of
this system to effectively deal with the natural resource prohleins thalzire &urring.-- •

The CRMLS survey obtained far less evidence for either community-based or household-based
natural resource management initiatives resulting from the productive water points, than say for
the proliferation of income generating activities and farm productivity enhancements.



2.6 PRODUCIIVITY AROUND OTHER WATER POINTS

2.6.1 Livelihood and fanning systems at a conventional borehole site (Zvada kraal)

At Zvada Kraal, the location of a conventional borehole about which nothing was known prior
to the survey, 10 of the 20 respondents interviewed reported that they are involved in
community vegetable gardens, either at Makambe darn or on the banks of the Chiredzi river.
Both locations are 3 to 4 km away. 4 respondents have a private garden at the Chiredzi river.
These 14 households grow vegetables for an average 6.6 months/ year (s.d. 4.5), with 11 selling
some of their produce for an average 3.4 months/ year (s.d. 3.4). Discounting one outlier, the
average income earned from these gardens is Z$160.7 pa (s.d. 99.5)

Of the 11 who sell some vegetables, 8 spend part of the income on groceries; 4 also spend part
on supporting school fees; and 2 spend part on buying inputs for the tainted farm. 4 are also
members of a revolving fund as a result of being co-operative garden members. The average
number of members of these clubs is 9, and money is used to buy household utensils. Due to the
1991/92 drought which placed severe stress on the gardening co-operatives, several other
savings clubs have collapsed. Details of revolving funds at the conventional borehole are
presented in Table 2.10 and may be compared with the figures for the collector well garden
members.

•

Table 2.10 Revolving funds at Zvada Kraal conventional borehole for those who are members
of a co-operative vegetable garden

Length of
selling

period

weeks)

Respondents Number of Amount put Total In Amount Amount

annual Income members In into fund fund saved per saved per
from garden

ZS

fund (ZS/week) (ZS/week) group per
season ZS

member per
season ZS




16 320 10 2.50 25.00 400 40
• 16 ? 7 1150 87.50 1400 200




32 120 5 12.50 62.50 2000 400
• 16 160 10 2.50 25.00 400 40

•
•

7 of the 20 respondents said they relied on their rainfed fields for vegetables during the wet
season, and 8 said they bought vegetables from other gardens (either co-operative or private
gardens) during the dry season. Those who buy vegetables during thc dry season do so for an
average 3.1 months (s.d. 1.1) (September, October, November being the most commonly cited
months). These households spend on average Z$54.9 on fresh vegetables during this pericd
(s.d. 33.7), within a range Z$16 to Z$100.

•
The survey identified only one group project - a poultry initiative - which was said to have been
started as a result of the vegetable gardens at Makambe Darn and Chiredzi river (not at the
borehole). Household-based income generating activities that have started as a direct result of
the borehole include two poultry projects, three beer brewing projects, and one brick- making
project, although these people are generally told to use the dirtier water from the river for brick
making. Respondents in the survey stated that these household-based projects mostly coincide
with the need to pay school fees. 3 of the 20 rcspondents now brew beer using the borehole
water. Together with the one household now making bricks, the average output (gross margin)
from these activities, not including opportunity costs of labour, is 7.5949 pa(s.d. 884.3).
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Although there was a noticeable lack of group or community based activities in the area, there
were plenty of income generating ideas for group activities. A range of groupprojects had been
designed and submitted to the village community worker. These included, poultry, fruit and
gum trees, sewing and rabbitry initiatives. One cattle rehabilitation project has been saving
funds since 1993. Most of the group project ideas involvesmall numbers (lessthan 8 members)
and are kraal-based. However, few (if any) of these activities have successfullytaken off. 18of
the 20 respondents said they wanted to start new projects. Of these, 13 said a lack of money
was the key constraint. When this point was explored further, the respondents said that the
main constraint to initiating and sustaining group ideas was the problem of unequal cash
distribution within the community. In essence, money is never with enough people at the same
time to allow group projects to take off. 7 of the 20 respondentssaid a lackof a water was also
a major constraint. Vegetable gardens and a new water point were the maindesire as a group.
Vegetable production was seen as a lucrative income generating project with the additional
benefit of fresh vegetables for the household. Table 2.11 overleaf shows priorities for new

•

0

0

0

group projects at Zvada Kraal.Desirability is ranked on a scale of 1.to 5, 1 being most
desirable.

Table 2.11 Priorities for new group projects at Zvada Kraal conventional borehole

0 Type of Project




AS RANKED BY





Older Women Older MenYer Women Youer Men
• A productive water point

and associatedgarden
I II I

• Cattle fattening 2




2




Cattle re-stocking




2




•
Goat rearing
Pig co-operative 5

4




Poultry co-operative 3 54




0 Orchard and gum trees 4 3




Sewing co-operative




2




• Crochet co-operative




3




Soap making co-operative




5




•
Knitting co-operative




3




Carpentry




4




Fish Pond




5
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•

None of the sample hire labour to work on their rainfed farms. Only one buys fertiliser. No
mention was made of any other improvements to the farming systems resulting from the
borehole.

•
2.6.2 Livelihood and fanning systems at a dam site, Makambe dam

•
It should be emphasised at this point that the sample of 4 people interviewedat Makambe dam
is sufficient to give only a most general indication of arcas of interest for further investigation.
Makambe dam is the source of water for many communal vegetable gardens. 4 randomly
selected members of a 131 member garden were interviewed. The respondents had between 5
and 17 beds in the garden, grew vegetables for an average 10.75months per year (range 9 - 12)
and sold some of the produce for an average of 6 months. They reported difficulties in selling
because so much produce is being grown (a problem also highlighted duringthe pilot project).
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•

Their average income from vegetable sales is Z$421 per year (range 1$105 - Z$800) and is
spent on groceries, supporting school fees and for 3/4 respondents for buying more seed for the
rainfed farm. 2/4 respondents were members of a revolving fund. Annual savings per member
were Z$280 and Z$480 with the clubs having 9 and 5 members respectively. One respondent
said there are many savings clubs operating in the darn site gardens.

One group poultry project was identified by one respondent to have started as a result of the
dam garden. However, she said she'd like her own poultry project as she doesn't like working
with others from the dam site. All 4 said they'd like to do more projects but lack of money was
the key constraint. In terms of their rainfed farms, 2 of the 4 respondents hire labour for their
farms, 3/4 buy seeds using income from the dam garden, and 1 buys fertiliser. They all agreed
that their exposure to agricultural extension advice had improved since joining the dam garden.
They said they now met often with the agricultural extension officer for advice on their garden.

•

•
2.7
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•
members and non-members. This was based on a monetary valuation of assets.

• Productive water points do have a positive impact on the number of group activities
subsequently undertaken. Two factors were found to be important to this process: (i) the
income that the productive water point generates, and (ii) community access to information
about other appropriate new projects.

•

Respondents identified 218 household-based projects that the productive water points had
helped garden members to start, principally small livestock income generating projects.
There was no overriding factor that constrained members from starting such projects. One
third of non-members sampled said they were also involved to some extent in new activities
as a result of the productive water points. Many of the new projects are led by women, but
none seemed to specifically target younger or newly married members of the community.

•
Revolving funds play an important part in capitalising on the potential of productive water
points. The majority of garden members sampled make use of a revolving fund to access
significant sums of money at regular intervals. These funds appear to evolve over time to•
meet new spending or savings requirements of the groups.

• Non-members said they have also experienced some positive changes to their farming
system as a result of the productive water points, principally through receiving increased
extension advice and receiving cash payment for work as hired labour that allows purchase
of farm inputs. The more resource poor member households did not report such
improvements, but still benefit from the supply of vegetables and cash generated by their
plots in the gardens.

•
People interviewed at group gardens at Makambe dam had a comparable income to
members of collector well gardens. Investments in the farming system were also similar but
preliminary indications are that fewer new group or household projects are started.

•
Few natural resource management initiatives have occurred spontaneously as a result of the
productive water points. However, establishment of water and garden committees,
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Vegetable growing and selling periods from the CRMLS Phase 1 sample of collector well
garden members have increased compared to the 1995 return-to-household survey. Average
annual incomes from the gardens are now Z$280.3 per member (sd 1(0.3; range Z$150 to
Z$1 080).

A statistically significant difference in wealth was found between samples of garden
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combined with increased extension advice, had increased general awareness of
conservation issues at these sites. A shortage of grazing land, overgrazing of existing land,
tree felling, and opening up of marginal lands were the main natural resource management
problems reported.

•
A conventional borehole, implemented without emphasis on production but principally for
domestic use, has not had significant impact on surrounding production systems, despite the
water point proving to be reliable and many ideas existing for group projects. A lack of
cash and unequal distribution of cash are key constraints to starting new projects if
productive potential of a water point is not developed at the time of installation.
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3. InstitutionalandFinancialSustainabilityof
ProductiveWaterPointsandAssociatedProjects

•
3.1 LOCAL COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONALSTRUCTURESAND

ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES

The following is a brief description of the institutional environment in which productive water
points are being implemented and managed in Zimbabwe. It is critical to consider this area if
discussions of the findings of the CRMLS survey and future research needs are to be
undertaken in a realistic context

•
The country is divided into 5 administrative Provinces, each subdivided into a number of
Districts, with each District having an elected Rural District Council (RDC) consisting of
Councillors from individual Wards. As part of a policy of decentralisation, ODA and other
donors are currently supporting a national Rural District Council Capacity Building Programme
(RDCCBP). Development issues in each Ward are co-ordinated by a Ward Development
Committee (WADCO). The smallest administrative unit recognised by these government
planing authorities is the Village, administered by the Village Development Committee
(VIDCO) and consisting of elected representatives from several Kraals. Capacity building at
this local level is also occurring in Zimbabwe, in progranunes such as the Communal Areas
Management Programme For Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE).

•
The.Kraal is generally acknowledged as the unit with which rural people are most comfortable.
In Communal Areas, each Kraal is led by a traditional Kraal-Head or Sabhuku. The Sabhuku is
the lowest level of the traditional hierarchy, having a pyramid of Headmen (Ishe), Sub-Chiefs,
Chiefs and Paramount Chiefs above him. In Resettlement Areas, land bought by the
government from the commercial sector and used to resettle targeted sections of the population,
administrative arrangements are similar to Communal Areas but without the traditional
hierarchy (although the latest development in Resettlement Areas is to re-instate the role of
Sabhuku).

While the Kraal is universally recognised, it is not an administrative unit. The overlapping and
sometimes contradictory powers of traditional and government systems has been a perennial
subject for discussion at workshops dealing with land issues in Zimbabwe. Appendix * lists
some of the key finding and recommendations of the recent Zimbabwe Land Tenure
Commission. Some confusion is caused by interchanging the terms Village and Kraal.
Throughout this report, Kraal is used to designate a collection of households under the
traditional authority of a Sabhuku, and Village is used to refer to the smallest administrative unit
recognised by the government.

•

3.2 DIFFERENT USERS OF PRODUCTIVE WATER POINTS AND THEIR
DIFFERENT DEMANDS

•

3.2.1 Different user groups

The CRMLS Phase I survey identified different user groups at each water point who apply
pressure for their own production systems enhancement. Where a group-based project is
attached to a watcr point to utilise its productive potential, it appears that the community may be
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split into three key user groups and possibly a number of others, depending on the site. These
user groups are shown below.

Group I : Project members

Members of the initial project, who use the well water for domestic purposes and for
their productive venture. Group I people at the collector well schemes are the garden
members. It is members of this group who have formed a committee to manage the
water point and garden project. Because of the way these schemes were implemented,
this group is made up of representatives from several kraals. With the garden as their
common interest, they are able to focus and lobby their interests effectively through
their committee. This can be seen by the improvement in extension advice at each site.
With the appointment of a chairperson, secretary and treasurer, these groups usually
contain key members of the community having experience in village level
administration.

Group 2 : Project non-members

Non-membcrs of the initial project but who use the water point for some or all of their
domestic water and sometimes for other productive activities. Group 2 people in the
collector well schemes are the non-garden members. At these schemes, garden
committee members thought this group consisted of an average of 71 households per
site. However, this group does fluctuate and is hard to delineate because some people
use other water sources as well. Group 2 water users at pilot project sites have much
less of a coherent focus or lobbying power than Group I. Viewpoints are expressed
either "as and when" by prominent individuals or through non-participation in the
repair and maintenance of the water point. Pressure exists within Group 2 from people
who now wish to join the productive scheme but who initially were either absent,
unable to join, or risk-shy.

Group 3 : Seasonal users

Those who use the water point on a seasonal basis, particularly in times of general
water shortage. Experience from the pilot project suggests that Group 3 water users
consist of those households who do not have a reliable water point closer than the
collector wells and who create extra demand as other water sources fail. This group
were not explicitly surveyed in CRMLS but the lack of any mention of them by other
users indicates that their lobbying power is weak and that they currently play little part
in the management of the water points. It appears that Group 3 users are rarely
considered in currcnt water and sanitation projects.

Other Groups

Depending on the particular location of the water point, other user groups can include
schools, businesses and individual entrepreneurs. At one pilot scheme, for example, a
local school teaches brick-making using water from the well. Such groups can exert
significant lobbying power and affect committee decisions.
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3.2.2 Different Demands

The differentwateruser groupsoperateat differentspatial andtemporalscales. Group 1 is
clearlyfocusedon theirgardenandits affecton theirfarmingsystems andlivelihoodstrategies,
thinkingfurtheraheadas income securityincreasesas a resultof the scheme. Groups2 and 3
arefocused momon the immediatesupplyof waterandindependentlivelihoodstrategies,with
less incentiveto considerlong termmanagementissuesat the productivewaterpoint.

Demandto initiateor expand groupand individualprojectsat the productivewater points is
increasingwith time. Differences betweenthe varioususer groups,withconflicting interests
and incentives, is also increasingand is creatingmore strainon the productivewater point
committees'attemptsto sustainco-operativemanagementstrategies. The demandfor new uses
of the watercome from individualsin bothgroups I and2 andpose difficultquestions for the
waterpointcommittee: Whichprojectsshouldbe allowed? Shouldtherebea bias towardsone
groupor another?Should new projectsbe for groupsor individuals? Howwill the different
projectsbe managed?Will therebe clashesof interest?How will O&M of thewaterpoint now
be organised?How sustainablewill thefinalcombinationbe?

•
Field evidence suggests that these issues can become a source of conflict in managing
productivewaterpoints. The survey noted problemssurfacingwhere gardenmembersnow
complainthatnon-memberstake waterfor otheractivities(brewing, brickmaking),misuse or
overworkpumps,andcontributelittlemoneyor labourto scheme maintenance.Group3 water
users were not mentioned in this survey but previous fieldwork has recordeda flat-rate
disincentivechargebeing levied againstseasonalusersto discourage themin times of water
shortage,andeven cases of people beingbarredfromusing a waterpoint because"theycome
fromtoo faraway".The importanceof conflictmanagementin communityprojectsis discussed
furtherin Appendix3.

•

•
33 INSTITUTIONALSUSTAINABILITYOF PRODUCTIVE WATERPOINTS

•
Fourissuescentralto the institutionalsustainabilityof productivewater pointsandtheirrelated
activitiesemergedfromthe CRMLSsurvey:

•• I. The implementationprocedureusedto set uptheinitial scheme
Localpropertyrightsto land,waterandothernaturalresources




• 
 Managementstructuresaroundthe productivewaterpoint

0 
 Thesize, diversityand membershipof associatedprojects





• 33.1 The implementation procedure used to set up the initial scheme.

•
Implementationof community-baseddevelopmentinitiativesis noteasy, andmany factorscan
influencescheme performance. Local ownershipof the resourceis one vitalingredient.Local
communitiesaremuchmorelikely to lookafterandpayforthe upkeepof theirproductivewater
point if theyknowthatit belongs to them and not to another agency. An importantcorollary of
this is that the community is involved at all stages of the resource development. In the pilot
project an interdisciplinary team was found to be vital to this process, as decision-makingat all
stages is an interdisciplinary process. Valuable lessons learnt at the first schemesallMved key
steps to be identified that help to promote community involvementand ensureproductive water
points more likely to be sustainable froma social perspective (Lovell et at, 1996).

•

•
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The CRMLS Phase I survey confirmed the importance of this initial implementation process.
At schemes completed early in the pilot project, when members were paid to dig the well shaft,
the survey identified tensions between garden members and non-members on payment for
repairs to the water point. The implementation procedure left a water goint for which only a
few wcre deemed responsible. In contrast, at later sites where a social contract helped to clarify
responsibilities and create a wider sense of ownership, where volunteer labour was used, and
where the scheme was formally handed over to the whole community, problems of this nature
were much less apparent.

•

3.32 Local property rights to land, water and other natural resources

Land allocation for productive water points and their associated community projects was
identified as a problem at some sites during the pilot project (Lovell et at, 1996). The CRMLS
survey has provided more detail. Conflict has arisen, for example, where aninfluential person is
the "owner" of the land (and the groundwater) on which the productive water point and
community project is located, and these persons are exerting considerable influence on (if not
over-riding) the garden committees' decisions particularly regarding right of access for users in
Groups 2 and 3. Similar problems were also apparent at the conventional borehole site. Here,
groups from outside Zvada kraal were physically barred from using the water point.

The problem of who has the right to "own" the natural resource is compounded when this
resource is utilised to generate income and when additional projects start to appear (see also
Appendix 3). Participants at the district level workshop confirmed that such problems are
commonplace in projects which attempt to implement community-based resource management
strategies like productive water points that require a tract of land to be utilised by the project.

Tenure in the communal lands presents something of a paradox. On paper it is clear that the
government owns all the so-called communal lands. On the ground however the situation is
often reversed, with real powcr over land allocation frequently being wielded by traditional
leaders. Attempts by government operatives to intervene are frequently ineffectual and issues
of squatting, illegal cultivation, illegal land clearance and so on are frequently reported in the
national papers. A major review of this sensitive question has recently beenundertaken by the
Land Tenure Commission. A synopsis of the findings and recommendations presented by Dr
Nangati during a CRMLS workshop is given at Appendix 4. There is a clear need for further
research on this aspect, although the situation is likely to remain difficult until new government
policy is defined. The consensus from stakeholders at all levels is that, in the meantime,
community-based projects have to find the right balance between working with formal and
informal institutions and that it is vital that all institutions are consulted during the development.

•

33.3 Management structures around the productive water point

The survey found that some group projects connected to a productive water point have set up
separate committees to that of the initial community garden committee. This creates
management problems for the water point and conflict of interests. Examples were provided by
groups trying to make decisions about investing in fruit tree and seed nursery projects while the
water resource they ultimately rely upon is controlled by the garden committee.

The need is clear for any new production initiative to clarify and formalise its relationship with
the existing productive water point committees and the traditional and political institutions
operating within the community that include kraal-heads, kraal-based grazing and woodland
management committees, thc VCW, the VIDCO, the WADCO, the NRB and Agritcx. The

•
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CRMLS survey confirmed that these institutions play an important role in advising and
supporting members of productive water point projects and also help in identifying matching-
fund type schemes and credit facilities to start new projects. Anyexpansion of production and
natural resource management systems within the area should therefore activelyencourage the
involvement of these institutions.

•
33.4 The size, diversity and membership of associated projects

The survey found that problems can arise between users of productive waterpoints regarding
the size and diversity of new projects that should be developed,and who shouldbe members.

At Zvada Kraal, for example, there was demand for several small gardens at the borehole to
serve different groups in the community, whereas at pilot schemes there wasdemand for second
large gardens or expansion of the first gardens to fit everyone in. All group discussions
contended the range or size of group projects that could be initiated. A secondcritical issue was
whether initiatives conceived by non-garden members (Group 2) can be developed around the
water point. This was an area of concern identified by regional and nationaldecision makers
and by non-garden members alike. It rests on whether or not further developmentaround the
productive water point is geared only for those members of the initial project. If it is, then the
production systems enhancement process would take off for somebut leaveothers behind.

•
Both the concept of non-garden members implementingnew group projects, and the legitimacy
of their management committees in the eyes of the older committees, are seen to be important
issues by those consulted. No village or community plans have been drawn up yet to help
coherent development at productive water points. As there are physical, social, financial and
institutional constraints, the participative formulation and monitoring of community resource
development plans that help identify and coordinate the different projects and management
structures will be a useful next step in the research programme.

3.4 FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY OF PRODUCTIVE WATER POINTS

The CRMLS Phase 1 survey gave an opportunity for preliminary assessment of the degree to
which productive water points and associated projects can be financially sustainable. Financial
sustainability is considered in two parts: the potential to recover recurrent costs for O&M, and
the potential to recover investment costs for new projectsundertaken.

•

3.4.1 Cost recovery for O&M

Pilot scheme monitoring has noted that garden membersare willingand ableto undertake O&M
of the productive water points without external assistance, by pooling cash and labour
resources. This is in contrast to findings in mostconventional water and sanitationprojects, and
may be attributed to the reliability of the water source (a highly valued benefit), income
generation made possible by the production, community training and tools provided with the
water point, and the strong sense of ownership and responsibility promoted by the scheme
implementation process (Lovell et al., 1996, Waughrayet aL, 1995,Mazhangaraet al.,1995).

During the pilot project, a willingness to pay (WTP) surveyfrom a sample of60 garden member
and non-member households was undertaken as part of the return-to-householdsurvey. This
established that the mean WTP for maintenanceof the collector wells was 1$4.67 per month or
Z$56 04 per year per water user. To further explore this aspect. the CRMLS survey established
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the current status of user payments. Table 3.1 shows information obtained from each pilot
scheme committee, and shows the number of member and non-member households at each site
considered to use the collector well for the majority of their domestic water requirements.

Table 3.1 Current user payment systems at collector well garden schemes.

Site Amount paid (z.$)




Number of households




Garden members Nongarden Garden members:Non garden members:




userIuser2members

1 5/ year 0 134




2 0.5/ month 5/ year 94 34
3 4/ month 2/ year 46 128
4 2/ month 1 as and when 84 44
5 10/ season 60* for Life 50 80
6 5 at start 0.5 as and when 87 80




2/ month





Romwe 5/ 3 months Zero but supply

labour for"Is
50 dont know

• the figure of $60 for life for non-memben at Site 5 arose from an open community discussion on the opportunity
cost of labour that garden memben had donated to initially build the scheme and that non-members should match if
they wished to use the water

Apart from site 5, the current payment regimes are wide ranging and somewhat arbitrary. The
fact that people are paying something towards repairs and maintenance does reflect an
encouraging actual willingness to pay towards the recurrent costs of a productive water point,
although for the most part these charges appear to have no economic basis or rationale and are
focused on the premise of paying for repairs to the water point as and when needed rather than
paying for the productive water per se. The survey noted that the majority of groups
interviewed did express a willingness to pay on a monthly basis for general access to the water
resource.

A further sample of 18 non-garden members were surveyed to find their WTP for collector well
water. The results are shown in Table 3.2 overleaf. The sample expressed an average
willingness to pay of Z$5.03 per month (s.d. 3.55) or Z$60.36 per year. Garden committee
members estimated that an average of 78 Group 2 households per site use the wells. This gives
a revenue of Z$4 708 that might in theory be collected each year from non-garden members at
each pilot scheme. The range of values elicited make economic sense in terms of wealth of the
respondents, with relatively more wealthy respondents giving a higher bid value per month than
poorer respondents. Encouraging agreement was found between the 1996 survey and WTP
figures elicited in October 1995 from a different sample of respondents (that combined garden
members and non-members). Higher standard deviations in 1996 reflect the much smaller
sample population of the CRMLS survey. Even without taking account of inflation over the
period between the two surveys, there is no statistically significant difference between the
samples.

At Zvada Kraal, respondents expressed a willingness to pay to maintain their current borehole
water supply of 7$4.77 per household per month (s.d. 4.69) or 1$57.24 peryear. This suggests
that even where the user community is entirely based within a single kraal a revenue of Z56 868
is theoretically possible. Re-investing this revenue net of O&M costs would allow productive
initiatives to be implemented within the farming system. Although WTP responses at Zvada
Kraal are lower, there is no statistically significant difference between willingness to pay for
water at the collector wells (ZS 5.03 / month) and at the borehole (Z$4.77 / month).
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Table 3.2 WTP for water elicited front the CRMLS survey (1996) and the Return to Household
Survey (1995).

•
AverageWIT bldforwater(ZS/month)fromthecollectorwell.

•

•

CRMLSsurvey1996
(nongardenmembers;n=17)

ReturntoHouseholdSurvey1995
(nongardenmembers;123)

•
Survey average 5.03 (s.d. 3.55) Surveyaverage

(not adjusted to 1996prices)
4.67 (s.d. 1.28)


• By wealth•




Leastwealthy 4.00 (ad. 3.67)




4.50 (s.d. 1.24)

• Mid range of sample 5.58 (s.d. 3.72)




4.53 (s.d. 1.31)




Most wealthy 8.00 (s.d. 5.71)




6.10 (s.d. 0.8)
• In cross tabulating these bid responses by wealth, the 1996 sample was split into 3'groups of 6 based on a
quantitative analysis of insets the 1995samplewas split into three groups by enumerator observation.

•

•
3.4.2 Costrecoveryforcapitalinvestmentsaroundproductivewaterpoints

•
In 1995, the mean WTP to join a collector well garden was found to be 1$165.00 per member
as a one off payment (Waughray et a/.,1995). The CRMLS Phase 1 survey explored this
concept further by analysing the potential for loan repayment systems that might be
implemented to help members and non-members develop new initiatives around productive
water points. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the WTP back a loan for new household-based and new
group-based initiatives expressed by a sample of 17 collector well garden members. Tables 3.5
and 3.6 show the WTP back a loan for a new group-based project expressed by a sample of 18
non-garden members and by a sample of 20 families at Zvada Kraal borehole.

The average cash input required to start household projects was stated to be Z$200 pa. The
output from these projects valued by respondents as gross margins at farm gate prices and not
including opportunity costs of labour ranged from $100-2640 pa. If start-up costs cease after
year 5 and recurrent costs and outputs do not come on line until year 5, the first five years of the
new project would see a financial outlay of Z$1000 with zero income. Respondents were
willing to pay back a loan over these first 5 years at an average of Z$23 a month. Given a loan
of ZS1000 in year I and a monthly repayment of $23 in years I to 5, a FRR for the first five
years is calculated to be 12% and represents the maximum rate of interest which the household
could afford to pay on a loan of ZS1000 and still break-even.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Table 3.3 The WTP back a loan for a new household-basedproject by collector well garden
members

0
Average WIT back a loan over5 years Z$ permonth

i. whole sample• Z$ 23.00 (s.d. 16.23)

ii. leastwealthycategory ZS 25.00 (s.d. 20.81)
rangeZSO- Z$40

iii. mid-categoryof wealth	 1$22.50 (s.d. 16.35)
rangeZS/5- Z$55

iv. mostwealthycategory 1322.00 (s.d. 16.04)
rangeZS10- 50

FinancialRateof Return 12 %

oneoutlierwasremoved
" Basedon 13% discountrate,the NPV of sucha projectin year I thatthe memberfamilycouldinvestin would be
ZSI 668.

•
Tab/e 3.4 The WTP back a loan for another group-based project by collector well garden
members•

Average WIT back a loan after 10years ZS per month

•
i. wholesample Z$ 21.92 (s.d. 12.16)

ii. leastwealthycategory 7420.00 (s.d. 5.0)
rangeZ515- Z$25

•
iii. mid categoryof wealth ZS21.00 (s.d. 1432)

range1510- ZS45

• The NPV in year I is basedon a 13% discountrate, a 10 year time horizon,and an averagegroup size of 78
members(basedon pilotprojectschemes)payingbackZ.S21.92permonth.
•• The loan is for the capitalcostof the scheme. Both recurrentcostsand grossmarginsareassumedzero until year
ten. Thereaftergrossmarginsare presumedtobegreaterthanrecurrentcostsin eachycar

•

•
•
•
•
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•
Net PresentValue of projectin year 1 ZS 970.76
(13% disoauntrate)**

iv. mostwealthycategory Z528.00 (s.d.2.74)
rangeZ.S15-1$40

Net PresentValue of projectin ycar I Z$ III 330.88
(13% discountrate)*

FinancialRateof Return 13% if schemecapitalcost isZS 110272"
(the capitalcostof pilot schemes)



Table 3.5 The WTP back a loan for a group-based project by non-garden members

Avenge WI'? back a loan over 10 yean for: Z$ permonth

L wholesample ZS 20.00 (s.d. 15.80

leastwealthycategory Z$ 14.17(s.d. 4.91)
range7310- nzo

mid categoryof wealth 2320.00 (s.d. 1613)
range730- 1$50

mostwealthycategory 2527A/0 (s.d.22.53)
range745- 1350

Net PresentValue of projectin year 1 n 101579.27"
(13% discountrate)*

FinancialRate of Retum I I% if capital costperschemeis Z.S 110
272"

Table 3.6 The WTP back a loan for a new group-based project by a sample of households at
the Zvada Kraal borehole.

Average WTP back a loan over 10 years for: ZS permonth

I. whole sample ZS 15.89(s.d. 10.78)

Net PresentValue of projectin year I ZS 80 70434.
(13% discountrate)

FinancialRateof Return 4% if capitalcostperschenc is n 110272

The 20 respondentsat Zvada kraal boreholealsoexpressedan averagewillingnessto payto join a collector well
schemeasa one of feeof 7347.05 per person(s.d.20.61). For a 78 memberschemethis wouldrepresenta group total
of 133 669.90. (The samplewelt familiarwith thecollectorwell gardenat Mawadze.)

3.5 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The CRMLS Phase I survey identified at least three different user groups at the
productive water points. These operate at different spatial and temporal scales, place
different demands on the productive water points, and pose difficult management
questions regarding equity, O&M and the initiation of new projects at the water points.

Both the concept of non-garden members implementing new projects, and the
legitimacy of their management committees in the eyes of the older committees, are
seen to be important issues.
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•	 Institutional sustainability of productive water points is linked to at least four key
issues:

•
1. The implementation procedure used to set up the initial scheme
2. I a-al property rights to land, waterand other natural resources
3. Management structures around the productivewater point
4. The size, diversity and membershipof associated projects

On cost recovery for O&M, the survey identified various water user payment systems
currently operating at pilot schemes. For the mostpart these are focusedon the premise
of paying for repairs to the water point as and when needed rather than paying for
productive water per se. The survey obtained stable monthly WI? for water figures
from non-garden members which compared well with figures obtainedpreviously from
a different sample in 1995.

On cost recovery for capital investments in new projects a number of scenarios were
investigated. Using financial data on household and group projects provided by the
communities, this preliminary WTP analysis indicates that (in theory) there is
considerable potential for different groups to start new projects bypaying back loans.
Future research should investigate mechanismswhereby: revenue generated by a water
charging system can stay in and be managed by the local community; a proportion can
still be used for recurrent O&M costs; payment by an individual or group entitles
involvement in decision making at the water point; excess revenue generated by
charging can best be utilised for productionenhancement.

•
By way of example, this survey identified that Z$5 288 pa could intheory be collected
from monthly payments at each collector well. This revenue could beused for:

0 routine operational and maintenancecosts for the water point
0 a degree of cost recovery on the capital cost of the scheme
0 reinvestment in the garden or other group ideas
0 collateral or security for group loans;
0 committee for further development of surrounding production systems and

Iivelihood strategies.

If researched, designed and implemented properly, the potential to capture and utilise
these economic resources for the further benefit of the communities is both large and
ultimately self-sustaining.

• No village or community plans have been drawn up to help coherent development at
productive water points. This has important implications for future research as them
are clearly physical, social, financial and institutional constraints. Participative
development and interdisciplinary monitoring of community resource management
plans in communal and resettlement areas would seem a useful next step that would
help to identify the principles and community organisational structures required for
sustainable water resource managementand productionenhancement.

•

•

•

•
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4. Future Research and Development
•
•

4.1 THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF PRODUCTIVE WATER POINTS IN SEMI-
ARID AREAS

4.1.1 Local level impact

Clearly, from the evidence of this survey, productive water points both surface and
groundwater-based do have a significant impact on the surrounding farming systems and
livelihood strategies of the communitieswho live them.

A wide range of group or community-focusedprojects have started as a resultof pilot schemes.
These include projects that involve the purchase of equipment, the securingof credit facilities,
and the accessing of other "matching-fund"type rural development initiativesthat can now be
utilised. In terms of individual or household-based income generation projects,the majority of
members report that they have started a new project or improved an existingone as a direct
result of the productive water point. A third of non-scheme members surveyedalso said they
have started new activities.

Respondents reported that the productive water points have given people the opportunity to
share their experiences and skills, to work as a unit, and to pool ideas on different aspects of
potential projects so that they can succeed. Importantly,people are also expected,and are now
able, to contribute money to these new ideas. The survey recorded a meanestimated income of
Z$280 per member per year. Although relatively small in some cases, thisincome accrues to a
wide spread of members. For those with limited access to cash or productiveresources to start
their own income generating activities, obtaining a steady seasonal income from the productive
water point lowers elements of risk and insecurity in the household budget and decision-making
process. Some of the key constraints that households face in terms of getting involved with
joint ventures in the community are eased, and the opportunities for entrepreneurialactivity are
increased. This is reflected clearly in the amount of group activities and thesize and success of
savings clubs towards which scheme membersfeel they can now safely contributesome of their
household income.

The majority of members report that they have also experienced positive improvementsin their
farming practices as a result of the productive water points, mostly throughthe purchase of
inputs to improve rainfed farm productivity. Importantly, this includes an increase in the
renting of labour. Removal of labour as a constraint is also decreasing the seasonality of the
costs and benefits at the margin of garden production and growing and selling periods at the
schemes are increasing. Non-garden members report that they have also experienced some
improvement in their farming system since introduction of the productive water points. Both
sub-samples drew attention to the significant improvement in agricultural extension advice that
has occurred. Other benefits cited include a strategic advantage for membersin terms of ability
to buy seed and sow earlier in the season, thereby ensuring better yields and first crops at
market, and the water charges now being placed by water point committeesto pay for O&M
which are also beginning to be seen as a good source of income.

Preliminary surveys at a conventional (non-productive) borehole draw attcntion to the
difference that a secure source of income from a productive water point can make in enhancing
broader production systems. Although the borehole community can design group-based
activities as coherently as communities at productive water points, neither the financial impact
of the conventional water point nor the implementation of new projects is prevalent. There
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remains a lack of collective action or sense of collective responsibility regarding ownership,
management and development at the conventional water source. Repairs to the borehole still
have to be undertaken by the District Development Fund and support for new projects still has
to come from a donor or the Rural District Council.

•
The absence of an initial income generating opportunitydeveloped with theconventional water
point is thus very important. Without an initial income reliable and simultaneouslyaccessible
to many people, the development of community-based activities is constrained, productive
capacity of the water point remains diffuse and under-utilised,and generally supports only
individuals with access to the resources required for projects such as brickmaking or brewing.
These individual activities remain reactive to seasonal income needs and not-Proactive in the
generation of a financial surplus for the household or communityto reserveor reinvest.

• 4.1.2 Regional level impact

•
The original ODA TDR research programme on collector wells began becauseapproximately
two-thirds of the world's semi-arid areas (and virtuallyall of Mrica) axe underlainby crystalline
basement rock, and the aquifers in this geology are generallyunder-utilisedbecause of technical
difficulties of abstraction (Anon., 1989; Wright, 1992). As well as indicating the range of
benefits that increased abstraction from basement aquifers can bring to local communities in
semi-arid areas, three important findings of the recent pilot project in Zimbabwewere:

I. the limitedextent to which these aquifers are utilised at present;
2. the potential to make more effective and economic use of existing water points,

particularly those high yielding conventional deep boreholes presently under-utilised
due to limited pumping capacity of single BushPumps fitted;

3. the potential to develop productive water points in other areas by siting and selecting
appropriate well designs, that include collector wells but also includeconventional deep
boreholes, screened-regolith boreholes and large-diameterwells.

•
The use of groundwater in semi-arid Communal and ResettlementAreas of southern Zimbabwe
is currently only about 4 per cent of annual average recharge (Lovell et aL, 1996).There is clear
potential for increased usage of this resource for improved water supply and production if the
aquifers can be developed and managed appropriately. Studies in Malawi and Uganda also
indicate that development of the shallow basement aquifers may hold the keyto future resource
development there (Chilton and Smith-Carington, 1984;Howard and Kamndu, 1992). ODA is
presently considering the funding of a numbersof projects to develop productivewaterpoints in
semi-arid areas in Zimbabwe, South Africa and India. NGO's in the region are considering
similar projects in Malawi, Zambia and Mozambique. The potential impact of productive water
points in semi-arid areas is clearly vast, both at local and regional level, andwarrants the careful
design and implementation of an interdisciplinary research programme to underpin this
development.•

•
•
•
•
•
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4.2 PHYSICAL SUSTAINABILITY

The issue of physical sustainabilityof productivewater points was raised bymany stakeholders.
Three issues in particular were discussed:

•
I. The need to quantify the available water resource and the effects of various land

management practices on this resourcebase.
The need for modelling to provide a framework to predict the likelyimpact of various
interventions, both spatially (down-stream)and temporally (throughrainfall cycles).
The need to put communities and extension agencies in touch withthis information.

•

The consensus on (i) is to build on the methodologyfor sustainable waterdevelopment started
at Romwe and instrument a number (4) of other small catchments to providethis information in
the other principal physical settings (geology, soil, land use). The developmentof productive
water points (either surface or groundwater-based) is seen to provide the ideal opportunity to
work collaboratively with the local communityand promote subsequent participatoryresearch.
A cost-effective approach recommended for the future programme is to identifyand develop 4
existing but under-utilised water points in the principal physical settings required. One or more
could be small dams rehabilitated by CARE in their ODA-supported programme. These
instrumented small catchments in different physical settings should ideallybe nested within a
larger river basin. This is possible in the case of the Chiredzi river, for example, and
Commercial sugar estates downstream of Communal and Resettlement Areasin this catchment
have expressed interest in supporting what could be an extremely valuable 'semi-arid' pilot
catchment study for the national Water Resources Management Strategy (WRMS). Further
details of the discussions and ideas on this aspectare given at Appendix 5.

On (ii) the consensus is to continue to use and develop the ACRU Model incollaboration with
staff of the University of Natal. This model has proved useful in theoretically testing various

• what-if" management scenarios using the physical data collected at Romweand is beginning to
highlight both good and bad management options for this physical setting (Butterworth a aL,
1997a,b,c,d). Again it is recommended that the use and development of this model be in full
collaboration with national staff and as an integralpart of the WRMS.

•
On (iii), there is little evidence of natural resource management initiatives occurring

IIII spontaneously with the introduction of productivewater points, although increasedagricultural
extension advice was reported (extension staff capitalising on the natural meeting point
provided by the schemes) and this, combined with the local organisational structuresdeveloped,
appears to have increased general awarenessof water resource managementat these sites. If the
environment is viewed as a normal economic good, then this behaviour bythe communities is
perfectly rational. As higher income levels and greater income security is generated,so can the
household afford to become more concerned about or invest more time and energy into
environmental conservation. In the interim, the payment of school fees or the purchase of new
bolts for the plough take precedence.



What is needed to ensure physical sustainabilityis clear links between the naturalresource base
and the income being derived from the productive water point and associated projects. In this
way, the community has a clear incentive to implement and enforce its own natural resource
management systems to ensure continued income generation and diversification. Obviously,
other issues will also influence the level of commitment that people place on long term
environmental management initiatives, includingsecurity of tenure, the increasingsub-division
of land holdings, the management of common property resources, off-farm employment
opportunities, and the traditional right to return to rural homesteads. These issues must be
considered in the future programrne.
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The consensus of CRMLS Phase I is that productive water points do offer the potential to
encourage community-based natural resource management strategies, but that these will not
necessarily occur spontaneously. There is need to establish clear links between the natural
resource base and the income being derived from the productive water points and associated
projects, and this can best be achieved by an environmental education programme with a shift in
emphasis from the present extension-to-farmer approach to a more exposure-oriented transfer of
appropriate technology and ideas. It is recommended that the instrumented catchments be used
for demonstration purposes and that the future prograrnnie capitalise on local experience of
participatory approaches to resource development by organisations such as Intermediate
Technology Development Group (ITDG), ZIMTRIJST, African Centre for Holistic Resource
Management (ACHRM) and AZTREC.

•
4.3 INSTITUTIONAL SUSTAINABILITY

.

The social boundary Within which community management decisions and interventions (and
future research studies) should be undertaken received much attention during CRMLS.
Essentially, from a development perspective, there is still much to learn. First productive water
points in the pilot project were implemented to serve various numbers of kraals within different
organisational boundaries entirely according to local community wishes. This produced
schemes that are productive but with some difficult management problems and issues of equity
now surfacing. With the benefit of hindsight, perhaps insufficient attention was placed on
defining the appropriate organisational boundary for each productive water point and ensuring
participation of all stakeholders within this boundary. This was, and remains, difficult without
prior knowledge of the available water resource (Section 4.2). The CRMLS water user analysis
highlights two guiding principles for design and management if the positive impacts of
productive water points are to be nurtured and are to be sustainable.

•
Firstly, social and physical boundaries are key factors but differ. During scheme
implementation, effort should be made to promote involvement of all who may subsequently
use a productive water point. This social boundary will often be wider than the immediate
hydrological catchrnent affecting the water resource. Some users will live and undertake
activities outside the physical catchment. Community organisational structures, administrative
boundaries, and even structural changes in the economy, all affecting household decisions, will
also all operate at scales different to the hydrological catchment. Although the hydrological
catchment is clearly important to sustaining the water resource, the organisational boundary
within which management decisions are made is more important, and should include all
stakeholders in the water point and related activities. For the purposes of interdisciplinary study
and integrated management of the activities that are occurring, the small catchment should be
used as a focus for physical data collection but a wider boundary (the village or ward) should be
used for social data collection, nested within the district, provincial and national policy arena.

Secondly, productive water points and associated projects should not be treated as closed
systems, and community-based management strategies to cope with the demands of different
user groups must be considered during scheme implementation. Households immediately
surrounding the water point may form the majority of Group I. A more disparate user
community drawn from a broader section of households nmy form Group 2. A scattered and
variable population of water users may form Group 3. Enabling each of these user groups to
meet and discuss their access to the opportunities for production is critical to equitable
implementation and management of the productive water point. Ideally, every household will
have the opportunity to be in Group I . However, community need generally far exceeds the
productive potential of single water points at present, and the ideal will only become possible
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when sufficient water points can be implemented to allow Group I organisational boundaries to
be matched to the safe yield of individual water points. Until this time, and while water
resource constraints prevail, opportunities for involvement in projects related to productive
water points should be maximised, for example, by promoting community links with external
agencies and matching-fund type programms. The consensus of opinion is that there is need to
investigate the potential for further macro and micro economic interventions that help to put
money and resources into the hands of rural communities and thereby encourage self-initiated
development.

•

Appendix 3 highlights some of the more apparent issues affecting institutional sustainability
and provides an agenda for applied social research required. The issues include security of
tenure for specific user groups, equity and membership, the importance of scale to social
cohesion under the "indaba tree", mobility within PWP projects, the use of regulations evolved
and enforced locally, accountability, development of community management skills and
systems, conflict resolution, links with Government institutions and enabling policies. A
participatory method that goes beyond "appraisal" into a shared analysis and understanding of
micro water projects is recommended.

•
4.4 FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY AND COST RECOVERY

Economic information collected during the CRMLS Phase 1 survey indicates potential for more
defined and well targeted cost recovery or resource pricing systems at productive water points.
The potential exists to build upon the water payment systems that have emerged and to capture
more revenue for communities to use for operation and maintenance and for starting new
protects. The chance to design such systems only seems possible because of the productivity
enhancement the water points have brought in a relatively short space of tint.

Although systems for obtaining money for maintenance now exist, the survey found that a
conceptual leap would be required to begin charging for the productive water per se. If the
water is treated as an economic good then currently, for most water users, the resource is
undervalued (they have a large consumer surplus vis a vis the current low or zero cost of the
water). Water charges that more realistically reflect the economic or scarcity value of the water
could be set for different water user groups. These could be derived from further WTP studies
looking at the value of reliable and productive water supplies, examining both the economic
cost of supplying the water and the range of productive benefits gained, and linking this
information to hydrological data on the safe yield of water through time. Importantly,
organisational structures are required that allow revenue generated from these systems to be
held and re-invested locally, perhaps with cross-subsidisation systems to assistpoorer members
of the community. This kind of approach could well be the way forward in terms of achieving a
shift from the current ad hoc charges for repair to a more regular and economically rational
system of payment for the water itself.

On WTP back a loan either for a productive water point or for a new project at a productive
water point, it seems that a staggered or incremental repayment approach has many more
positive implications for designing a workable and worthwhile cost recovery system. The loan
regime data collected in this survey could serve as a starting point for identifying what kinds of

1110 repayment schedules arc realistic for communities in semi-arid rural areas. This information
should be linked to further research on the costs of the different water supply options.

•

Scant research focuses on the economic incentives required to get either individuals or
communities involved in a water development initiative or management system. As a result,
recommended resource management policies, more often than not, emphasise long term
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conservation and restraint through price or legislative disincentives rather than highlighting any
potential or demand-led economic or financial incentives for productive water resource
development. This conservationist policy approach often contradicts many of the livelihood
strategies which are actually pursued in areas where water, food and income supplies are
viewed as insecure and vulnerable to exogenous stresses such as drought andeconomic change,
and where the demand exists to exploit the productive potential of rural water points. The
Zimbabwe CAMPFIRE programme treats wildlife (rather than water) as a productive resource
and is clearly an exception to this case (Appendix 3). Its relative success demands further
analysis in CRMLS Phase 11to see if the analogy is helpful and if the lessons of CAMPFIRE
can be applied where using water (rather than wildlife) as the productive resource.

•

The CRMLS Phase I survey, although preliminary, suggests that a focus on the economic
incentives necessary for rational water resource management (rather than on price or legislative
disincentives) does become possible by developing the productive use of water supplies in water
insecure locations rather than developing the resource primarily for domestic use as in
conventional water and sanitation projects. However, to design successful incentive-driven
management or cost recovery systems for water (or any other natural resource) future economic
research will have to consider

• the different boundaries and competing demands surrounding common property water
resources

present constraints facing the community and the individual water user
the different perceptions of, and fluctuations in, the value of water as a productive resource;

• household income sources (including remittances), income security, and re-investment
strategies

minimum rather than average values of WTP for water
• price and income elasticities of demand for water based on WTP values elicited.

•
43 COMPLEMENTARY ODA RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTPROJECTS

Much information has been collected since the ODA research programme began in southern
Zimbabwe in 1983. From a synthesis of the findings to date it can be said that, among a wide

• range of benefits, productive water points help to create:

a sense of collective responsibility

an accessible and reliable income generating opportunity

411 • a positive influence on livelihood strategies and farming systems
an increase in general awareness of natural resource management, although to a lesser extent
than some other benefits

However, key issues which affect long-term viability of the project as a credible and sustainable
water supply and agricultural development option for semiarid areas, and which are already

, affecting pilot schemes, are:

•
physical sustainability of the water resource
institutional sustainability of the local community organisational structures
financial sustainability of the water points and associated activities
down-stream impacts

CRMLS Phase I research has indicated that these issues are important to stakeholders at all
levels, that they do create tensions and competing user demands, and that further research is

•
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required on a wide range of aspects in order to identify the. principles and organisational
structures best for water resource managementin semi-aridCommunal andResettlement Areas.

Detailed monitoring of a number of productive water points implemented and managed in
different ways in the principal physical and social settings is considered vital. This requires an
experimental design that can integrate physical, social and economic studieswithin the relevant
boundaries. Considered by discipline, the principal areas of research identifiedinclude:

Physical


Decision support to site and select appropriate well designs (including existing, under-
utilised water points)
User-friendly pump design to match increased abstraction at productivewater points

• Pest and disease control and crop diversification in irrigatedcommunitygardens
Quantification of the available water resource under present management in the principal
physical settings
Quantification of local effects of different management on the water resource (by
measurement and modelling)
Quantification of regional and down-stream effects within the river basin(by measurement
and modelling)

• Participative development of village or community plans to help coherent development at
productive water points

• Use of demonstration catchments to facilitate more exposure-oriented transferof appropriate
technology and ideas

•
Social le I and institutional

•
The implementation procedure used to set up the initial productive waterpoint

• The effects of size, diversity and membership of productive water points and associated
projects

• The effects of local property rights to land, water and other natural resources
• Issues of equity, particularly regarding membership of and access to the resource by

different user groups
• Appropriate management structures around productive water points considering the

different user groups
41 • The impact of productive water points and associated projects on livelihoodstrategies and

farming systems through time, and the feedback mechanismsultimatelyaffecting the water
point and production systems
Case studies in the different social settings created by Communal and ResettlementAreas

• Access to information and ideas for matching-fund type programmes,credit facilities and
newprojects

Economic

41 • The economic component of decision support for siting and selecting appropriate well
designs

• Crop marketing and diversification strategies
. Cost recovery mechanisms and organisational structures for water point operation and

9 maintenance

S . Cost recovery mechanisms and WTP for investment in the productive water point and or41 associated new projects

0 • The implementation of rational water user systems
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• Mechanisms and organisational structures for micro-creditand re-investmentprogrammes

Clearly, the list of identified research needs is very long. Many are in fact interdisciplinary and
cannot be considered in isolation. The list has been defined over a considerable period of time
by stakeholders at all levels (Appendix 7). The list of identified research needs is long. It is
recognised that this goes beyond the remit and likely funding capacity of the ODA Natural
Resources Semi-arid Production Systems Programmeand Enemeering Divisionalone. It is also
recognised that the Institute of Hydrology and counterpart organisations in Zimbabwe, although
taking an inter-disciplinaryapproach to the research programmecan still benefit from the skills
and experience gained from other research projects in related areas.

•

However, Figure 1 indicates hOwthe ODA ED/NRSP funded research activitiescould be linked
to complementary ODA TC funded development activities in Zimbabwe to pursue the broader
resource management project that is required.

•
4.6 LOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR CRMLS PHASE II

•
The exact partition of activities under the TC and ED/NRSP funded projects is difficult to
define in detail, principally because the "shape" of the development projects NGADI and
CMPWP in Zimbabwe is yet to be finalised. The following Logical Framework for research in
CRMLS Phase II is therefore a draft, developed with stakeholders at all levelsduring CRMLS
Phase 1 to complement the development projects described in Figure 1. As changes to the
design of one or other component of this programme are considered and made, discussions
between the authorities responsible for ED/NRSP and TC funds will be vital to maintain the
overall balance of the programme as a whole.

•
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APPENDIX 1: Objectives, methodology and issues
addressed by the fieldwork

•
Al. OBJECTIVE I

WHAT ARE THE IMPACTS ON COMMUNITIES OF THE COLLECTOR WELL AND
GARDENS?

•

Much of the evidence for the impacts will be obtained from past pilot project reports and
ongoing socio-economic monitoring. Some additional survey fieldwork is needed to focus on
the series of points listed below. Information will be pursued under the following broad
headings: magnitude of impact; significance of impact and change over time of impact for
both members and non members.

the usc of income generated by the schemes; the impact of the schemes on spending
patterns

vegetable consumption patterns
•

the impact of the schemes on other private gardens or income generating activities in
the catchment

•
competing demands for water the schemes may promote - domestic vs. irrigation vs.
livestock; member vs. non member; catchment population vs. outsiders; seasonal and
hierarchical differences. How are these being resolved?

•
For the site with no scheme a general level of background socio-economic information needs
to be elicited (Waughray et at 1995 for a detailed questionnaire). Information from the non
project site also needs to be obtained on methods of generating income and current spending
patterns; on vegetable consumption patterns; on the impact of any nearby community based
schemes on private gardens or income generating activities in the catchment. In terms of
competing demands for water, the questions should centre around boreholes or surface water
sources.

•

A2. OBJECTIVE 2

•
HOW DOES THE COLLECTOR WELL AND GARDEN SCHEME PROVIDE
SUFFICIENT SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND INSTITUTIONAL INCENTIVES FOR

• ENHANCING LIVELIHOOD STRATEGIES
IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY OF FARMING SYSTEMS

• ENCOURAGING NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES ?

This is the area of analysis critical to Phase I of CRMLS and is thus where most of the
fieldwork time and energy will be spent. The impact of the schemes on the wider production
systems has been split into the three distinct, but related categories listed above Each of the
three categories of objective 2 can thus be critically evaluated using a common set of
questions/ discussions topics.

•
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For the natural resource management (NRM) strategies, further sub groups of investigation
will centre on the different types of resource that are managed - water, soil/ land, forestry/
wood, livestock / grazing. An aim of the work in this area is to ascertain what kinds of
environmental benefits the schemes may promote, particularly insofar as identifying whether
they are direct (less streambank cultivation, less trees cut down, less pressure on marginal
lands); or indirect - more investment in soil conservation, diversification into non-farm
activities).These questions and discussions will be centred around the points listed below.
Information on these points will be obtained through group PRA sessions and household
based questionnaires.




• I. What are the (livelihood strategies/ farm interventions to improve production/ NRM
strategies) currently undertaken?

•




By whom - divisions of labour within household/ groups/ community/ catchment?•




•

 How are the (livelihood strategies/ farm production interventions / NRM strategies)

currently organised? At what scale - household group/ community/ catchment

•





What institutional mechanisms are in place for managing, enforcing, guiding these
•




strategies

• 
 Are they successful?

• 
 Is this different from before the collector well?

• 
 What are the answers to 1,2,3,4,5 for before?

•

•

 Have any new strategies (community or individually based) been undertaken since

the CW

• 
 Has the collector well been the reason for the change? Other reasons?

• 
 How - through what impacts?




What has been the significance or magnitude of these impacts?

• 
 Do they change over time?

• 
 Are there any constraints remaining on how things could be done?

• 
 What are they?

•





How could these be removed?

•





Do non members join these strategies. Would they like to?

•
The experiences of other projects in the region (CARE, ITDG, Dandana community project)
on this issue will also be sought. A similar emphasis is to be drawn up for questions 1,2,3,4
relating to the site with no CW and garden.

•

•
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A3. OBJECTIVE 3

IF THE INCENTIVES ARE PRESENT FOR A POSITIVE IMPACT ON WIDER
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS, WIMT INITIATIVES CAN BE SUPPORTED BY THE
WATER POINT AND GARDEN FOR

• ENHANCING LIVELIHOOD STRATEGIES
IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY OF FARMING SYSTEMS

• ENCOURAGING NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

1 WHATARE THE CONSTRAINTS TO THESE INITIATIVES?

•
The aim is to identify and prioritise those demand led CRMLS initiatives that a Phase II
could help communities undertake, and to identify issues that may currently hinder their
implementation. This is a clear objective of the CRMLS Phase I fieldwork, but perhaps
secondary in terms of field work time to objective 2.

i.	 Fieldwork to identify and prioritise demands for wider initiatives from different
social groups, farmers and households within the catchment under the three topics
that can be clearly related to the incentives promoted by the CW and garden project -
discussions should revolve around initiatives that the benefits from the CW and
garden could realistically support (e.g. through its benefits of capital, collective
action, clean water, garden produce etc.), and not around a more general community
"wish list". Has the experience of community based activities centred on the
management and running of the garden and water point enhanced the desire to do
further community-based work?

•
Related fieldwork to identify any constraints to these initiatives that are external to
the CW and water point scheme - e.g. tenure security, institutional structures (kraal
vs. committee vs. WEDCO etc.), unhelpful legislation, inadequate extension support
and advice, lack of education and training, poor access to credit or loans etc.

•

A4. THE DIRECTIONS USED FOR THE GROUP WORK
•




Enumerators:




410 From LVRS : Terrence Dube, Godwin Mtetwa and Miriam Mtetwa

•
From Institute of Hydrology :
External advisor :

Chris Lovell, Patrick Moriarty and Dominic Waughray
Dr. Fanuel Nangati

•




• A4.I Instructions




Ask the group to construct a map of their locality showing the collector well and garden in
middle, where each of their farms lie; where the biggest and smallest farms are, where private
gardens are. Classify where the resources arc in the locality - water, soil/land/ wood/ forests/
livestocic/grazing and any areas where these resources are under pressure. Draw circles or
arrows around the well and garden indicating from where members come from, where people
who use the water come from, and in times of water scarcity where people who use the water
come from.••
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•
A4.2 For group discussions:

• I. What has been the impact of the collector well and garden on other private gardens in
the locality?

•
2. What has been the impact of the collector well and garden on other income

generating activities?
Add to the map or discuss the competing demands for water the schemes may
promote - domestic vs. irrigation vs. livestock; member vs. non member; catchment
population vs. outsiders; seasonal and hierarchical differences (size of stick = size of
demand), look to the boundaries or arrows around the map for the different user
groups that are identified - describe how these may change seasonally.

3.	 If there was no collector well garden, what do you think would be other ways to use
the CW water?

•
4. How do you accommodate these different demands (use map/diagram). How are

these being resolved?

5.	 Which are the 5 most common kinds of non-farm income generating activities
currently being pursued in the community? Using the 5 sticks provided rank the most
to least important activity by size of stick.
Also add them to the map - no. of stones = no. of people involved. Indicate where
they take place - at home, at markets, in townships, etc. Arrows to represent the flow
of the enterprise - to outsiders, to other in the community.....

6. Which of these 5 has the collector well been helpful towards supporting?

7.	 If none, has the CW been helpful in supporting any non-farm income generating
activities currently being pursued in the community? If so, what are they? Add them
to the diagram

8.	 Are there any other activities that you'd like to pursue? Prioritise 5 using the stick
method. What's the most important thing stopping you?

•
9. Do you think that the experience of having a collector well and garden project in the

community will help you devise other activities in the future?

•

A4.3 Questions concerningfarming

10.	 Have you observed any changes in labour patterns on other peoples farms? Are
people farming less in the wet season? Have streambank or private gardens been
affected?

On map indicate where people are farming less/ where changes in farm patterns have
occurred. Discuss the changes. If yes, do you think this is as a result of the CW and
garden?

12.	 Add on to the map of locality any current natural resource management strategies -
e.g. systems for managing water, the soil or land, forestry or wood, livestock or
grazing. How many people are involved (number of stones), wheredo they take place

•
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13.	 Promote discussions on the natural resource management strategies currently being
undertaken.

•
14. How are the natural resource management strategies currently organised? At what

scale - household group/ community/ catchment. What rules are in place for
managing, enforcing, guiding these strategies? Who does what - e.g. who stops you
cutting wood, allocates land etc. Are they successful?

15. Is this different from before the collector well?

16: Have any new strategies (community or individually based) been undertaken since
the CW

•

17. Has the collector well been the reason for the change? Other reasons?
•

18. How - through what impacts?

19. Are there any constraints remaining on how things could be done?

20. What are they?

21. How could these be removed?

22. Do non members join in these strategies. Would they like to?

23... 	 If not achieved already within each group establish and prioritise the 5 further
activities that could be promoted for each sub heading - livelihood strategies, farm
interventions, NRM.

•
24. To identify institutional constraints within the group, ask who would you approach to

organise, start, fund these projects:

kraalhead
i. headman
ii. councillor

extension officer
iv. other - specify

25.	 Have you sent these ideas to the councillor? What has the response been? Any
feedback?

•

•
AS. SPECIFIC ISSUFS ADDRESSED BY THE SURVEY•
AS.1 A soda-economic update on the pilot project schemes

The CRMLS Phase I fieldwork process provided some useful general updates on socio-
economic information with regards to the impact of the pilot project collector wells and
community gardens. A comparison of the 1996 survey with that data obtained before and
during the pilot project also serves to indicate the stability of the survey results and draw
attention to any immediate or obvious differences, particularly as the sample size for the

•
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CRMLS survey was relatively small compared with the 160 respondents who took part in the
Return to Households Survey process.

•
A5.2 Data on incomes

•
From the CRMLS Phase 1 survey sample an average wealth estimate for each household was
obtained. The value of wealth in this survey is asset rather than income based. This is
because it is both sensitive and difficult to obtain data on household incomes (including
remittances) over an annual period. Previously, as in the pilot project surveys, qualitative
indicators for wealth ("less wealthy, "wealthy", "more wealthy" etc.) were used, based on
enumerator observations. To try and obtain a more objective range of data, the asset based
analysis is quantitative and is calculated from a head count of livestock (chickens, goats,
cattle etc.) and a survey count of capital assets (radios, solar panels, bicycles, carts etc.) taken
at each household. These have then been given an monetary value in 75, equivalent to the
farm gate or current market price for that good. The monetary value of each household item
used to calculate the value of household assets is presented in Table A4.1. No attempt was
made to value remittances as part of the survey process.

•

•
Table ALI Market (or farm gate) ValuesUsedfor the Pricing of HouseholdAssetsfor the
CRMLS Phase 1 survey(1996 Z$ prices;Z$17 = fl ).

•
Description of Asset Market (or farm gate) Value used (74)

•
Cow 3000
Donkey 550
Goat 150
Chicken 30
Car 50000
Solar Panel 7000
Scotch Cart 2500
Television 1000
Plough 9(X)
Bicycle 900
Radio 200

•

A5.3 Data on livelihood systems

Most of this data on the group initiatives associated with the productive water point came
from the one day combined community garden committee meeting in which representatives
from all of the collector well garden committees got together and discussed their experiences
of the impacts of the schemes on the community. When asked whether they could identify
any possible examples of group, community or co-operative projects that have arisen from
the income the collector well gardens have created, the information presented in section 3.3.1
emerged. Most of the data on the individual projects in section 3.3.3 that are associated with
the productive water point come from the individual household surveys carried out at site 5
and the Romwe site.•
An important concern of the CRMLS survey was the impact of the collector well and
community garden schemes on those who didn't join the community garden. To assess the
equity of and access or exposure to the opportunities the schemes create for non garden

110 members, an investigation into thc impact of the project on non garden member livelihood
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strategies was included in the survey design. The aim was to look for evidence of change in
the livelihood strategies of non garden members. The results of this analysis are presented in
section 3.3.4.

A5.4 Data on the farming systems•
The information on the impact of the collector well and community garden schemes on
farming systems in the community was gathered at all stages during the CRMLS survey
process - individual household surveys, participative group discussions and the gardens'
committee meeting, as well as through discussions with local agricultural extension officers
and village community workers. It is presented in section 3.4.

•

A5.5 Other issues raised by non garden members•
The CRMLS survey process sought to specifically ask non garden members what they
thought the garden members had particularly or especially benefited from as a result of the
schemes. Four categories were chosen: the benefits of a reliable watcr supply, of fresh
vegetables, of more money and of "other things". Respondents in the sample were asked to
reply yes or no to each category, depending on whether they thought this was a benefit the
garden members obtained from the scheme and to expand on any 'other things' they
identified. This information is presented in Table 3.8.

411 A5.45 Natural Resource Management Systems

Most of the information on the impact of the schemes on this systems dynamic came from the
participatory group sessions held at the two collector well and community garden sites. These
discussions generally provided information on natural resource management problems rather
than solutions. This information is presented in section 3.6.

A5.7 The non project sites•
One of the objectives of the CRML.S Phase I survey process was to focus onthe development
and management of water resources in semi-arid production systems in general to identify
how they might be used to enhance the dynamics of surrounding production systems. Thus,
the CRMLS survey process was designed to compare the pilot project schemes with other
water supply points in the region, in order to have some kind of "control" comparison and to
at least get a preliminary indication of any key differences in how various types of water
points are managed or how they influence surrounding production systems. Time was
therefore made available during the fieldwork mission to conduct a survey at a standard
borehole with no associated community garden or other project and a brief survey at a dam
site which is used to irrigate surrounding vegetable garden co-operatives. These surveys were
not suggested in thc RD I.

A borehole with no attached community garden or other project.

9 Participative group work sessions were undertaken and 20 randomly chosen households were
surveyed at a NORAD borehole site installed in 1993 at Zvada kraal, near Jerera Growth
Point, Zaka District, Masvingo Province. The aim was to compare the experiences and any
impacts on production in the surrounding farming systems at another groundwater point with
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the data elicited in the CRMLS Phase I survey from the collector well and garden schemes.
The NORAD borehole at Zvada is reliable, provides a high yield and has never run dry. The
community estimated that 382 households from 6 different kraals use this borehole and the
water is used for cooking, washing, brewing beer and brickmaking. Livestock are generally
watered at the Chiredzi river. At the NORAD borehole a caretaker system is used to manage
the water point. This is a condition set by the donor when boreholes are sunk. The caretaker
collects money from the community for grease for the pump (Z$1 from each user/ year),
ensures the borehole area is kept clean and goes to the DDF pump minder when the borehole
needs repairing. In terms of ownership, the community felt that the borehole "belonged" to
DDF. Information from this part of the survey is presented in 3.7.1.

•

The surface water dam site

Space was also made within the fieldwork for a day in which to conduct a further 4
household surveys with randomly chosen members of one of the Makambe dam vegetable
garden co-operatives, again near lerera growth point, Zaka District, Masvingo Province. The
aim here was to try and get a limited feel for some of the issues relating to the potential
enhancement for surrounding farming systems from a productive surface water source and its
associated vegetable gardens. Information from this part of the survey is presented in section
3.9.2.

•
A5.8 The water user and institutional sustainabilityanalyses

•
Having examined the degree to which the productive water points impact on fanning,
livelihood and natural resource management systems, the next component of the CRMLS
Phase 1 survey process was to provide information on who is using the productive water and
whether the institutional or management systems which co-ordinate and integrate these
associated activities are adequate. The survey process was therefore designed to assess what
kinds of management system currently operate at and around the collector wells and farming
systems, what kinds of management system are preferable to stakeholders at all levels, and
whether the catchment is the best scale at which to operate any kind of management system
for the sustainable utilisation of the resource base and production systems. Particular
attention was to be given towards ascertaining the potential of community focused strategies
that can harness the economic and institutional benefits generated by productive water point
and community garden schemes for wider systems management. Information from this part of
the survey is presented in 4.2 and 4.3.

The data and information in these sections were obtained at every stage in the CRMLS Phase
I survey and consultation process. Consequently, the analysis on stakeholder opinion draws
not only from the survey sites and community group meetings but also from regional,
national and UK based field staff, practitioners and decision makers.

•
ASS The Willingness To Pay (WTI') Analyses

•
In earlier pilot project research, WI? surveys were conducted within the context of
quantifying some of the key non-market based benefits of the productive water points,
ostensibly to clarify the cost-benefit ratio of the project (Waughray et al 1995). However a
more practical use of the higher values attached to secure water supplies and income
generating projects such as the schemes provide, could be the translation of these WIT
figures into pricing systems, marketable property rights or revenue generating systems for
managing productive water schemes, run by and for the project communities. In this way the

•
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potential for cost recovery can become more fully realised. Also, other objectives for an
economic natural resource management system, such as ensuring sustainability through
scarcity pricing or equity through cross-subsidisation measures could be achieved. Related
research into identifying methods for eliciting more sensitive WTP values for water is
currently being pursued by the Institute of Hydrology. Nethertheless, the CRMLS Phase 1
survey took the investigations into the cost-recovery potential raised by thepilot project WTP
studies further by focusing on three main issues. Firstly what user payment systems, if any,
are actually in operation at each of the sites? Secondly, and exclusive to non garden member
respondents (a different sample population to those surveyed previously), what values for
collector well water can be identified at the sites? And thirdly, as a result of the credit
channels the project had opened up for some respondents, a series of WTP back loan
scenarios were presented and responses recorded.

•
139separate bidding games were carried out during the CRMLS field surveyto elicit a range
of WTP values for issues surrounding the water points and gardens. The analysed sample
consisted of 17 garden members, 18 non garden members and 20 non collector well project
households. A descriptive statistical analysis and cross tabulation exercises to check the
economic stability of these data have been carried out for this report. Furtheranalysis using
multivariate models to examine the explanatory variables which may affectthe bid curves is
planned. The CRMLS Phase 1 survey findings related to each of these issuesare presented in
section 4.4 on financial sustainability.

•

A5.10 The WTP back a loan survey

The economic principle justifying the use of WTP or WTA questionnaires or bidding games
lies in the desire to quantify the welfare change accruing to an individual that a change in non
market benefits (such as a secure water supply or an improved environment) may bring. In
theoretical terms this change is expressed through the shifting of an individual's indifference
curves, the difference between these curves being meaSured by the compensating or
equivalent variations (expressed as a WTA or WTP) depending on the natureof the welfare
change. Thus, these WTP techniques to measure welfare changes arc usefulwhere no set of
market prices can adequately express the shift of an indifference curve. However,during the
CRMLS Phase 1 survey process it became clear that due to the impact of the collector wells
on the surrounding production systems, important welfare changes were occurringnot only in
non market goods such as water supply, but also in a perceived ability to gain access to and
cope with credit better. In order to assess whether the schemes had created an increased
willingness to apply for credit or loans for further projects, or indeed for a group project like
the garden by those who had seen its success, a similar bidding game scenarioto the WTP for
water survey was used. Although not technically a contingent valuation study as it is not
attempting to elicit a value for a non marketable welfare change, the vehicle of a bidding
game, to see how much a respondent was WTP per month as a loan repaymenton a scheme
aimed at improving productivity in the farming system surrounding the productive water
point, was seen to be a useful one.

A realistic credit scenario was outlined during these games, including 5 and 10 year pay back
horizons and commercial rates of interest. Households seemed to take the survey quite
seriously with discussions between family members focusing on the lengthof time it would
take before a stream of benefits would come on line from the new project and comparative
risks of getting involved in a group based or a household based loan arrangement.

•

•
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APPENDIX 2: Objectives, methodology and
issues addressed by the workshops

MASVINGO WORKSHOP

COMMUNITY-BASED CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT IN ZIMBABWE

Scoping Workshop: Masvingo 25-26 July 1996

DRAFT PROGRAMME

Wednesday 24 July

12.00 - 14.00
14.00 - 18.00

(For those interested in visiting the Romwe Catchment)

Check-in at Flamboyant Hotel, Masvingo
Field Trip to Romwe Catchment
Welcome by Cncl Mhlanga and Elders
Meeting with community members
Tour of instrumented catchment
Visit collector well garden

Thursday 25 July




8.00 - 8.20 Welcome; purpose of workshop
8.20 - 9.00 Review of ODA / GoZ wort to date; the concept of CBCM
9.00 - 9.30 Romwe Catchment Study - Physical Aspects; Practical Findings
9.30 - 10.00 Romwe Catchment Study - Community Needs; Community




Enthusiasm
10.00 -10.30 Tea/Coffee
10.30 -12.00 Initiatives by other agencies, ongoing and proposed
12.00 -12.30 Scoping a programme of work - identification of key themes for

discussion
12.30 -14.00 Lunch
14.00 -18.00 Possible Discussion Themes:

(I) Experiences of Community-Based Resource Managcment in Zimbabwe
What forms of community-based resource management project exist?
How were these initiatives introduced?
Successes and failures?
How do communities perceive their benefits?
Opinions on the best way to introduce such initiatives?
What are the ingredients needed to achieve community-based resource management?

(2) Community-Based Catchment Management in Zimbabwe
How important is scale to the success of community-based management?
Is "community" an appropriate concept and best social group with which to work?
Is "catchment" an appropriate concept and best scale at which to manage?
Do water development projects provide an entry point for wider environmental
initiatives?
Is there demand from communities for further initiatives of this type?
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Is there evidence of a springboard effect with one project leading to another?
Which organisations should be involved and which steps should be followed?

•
(3) Needs and priorities to achieve community resource management in Zimbabwe

List all that could be done
Prioritise as far as possible
Broad headings might include:
Small catchment studies in different settings
Identification of social, economic & institutional constraints to local resource
management

Policy issues for CBRM and CBCM
Development of extension materials and training programmes
Community training programmes
Livestock
Forestry
Crop Production
Irrigation
Environmental Health
Credit / Income Generation
Downstream Effects of Catchment Management
Modelling

•
Friday 26th July

•
08.30 - 12.30 Towards a Logical Framework for the Programme of Wott

Define goal and purpose
Prioritise list of outputs and activities
Identify the role and contribution of collaborating organisations
Recommend key people to work on different aspects of the proposal
Form steering committee or institutional framework for the programme
List actions and responsibilities

12.30 - 12.45 Close of Workshop

12 45 - 14 00 Lunch

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
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TRIANGLE WORKSHOP

Zimbabwe Community-Based Resource Management (CBRM) Meeting
6-8 November 1996
Triangle

Background and purpose of meeting

Since 1989 a programme of UK ODA funded research and development projects have
investigated methodologies for the development of communally managed water points and
gardens in South-East Zimbabwe. A programme of 100 such schemes (the NGADI project)
is planned in Masvingo province starting in 1997. A major component of this programme
will be the development, by the participating communities, of environmental management

ID	 plans for each scheme. Further details of the projects are contained in the progress and final
reports, copies of which will be available at the workshop.

•
A hypothesis has been formed that development of a first water project makes an ideal entry
point to work with communities on wider issues of Community Resource Management and
Livelihood Strategies, working in key areas such as livestock management, soil and water
conservation etc. The UK ODA have agreed to fund a three month investigation of this
hypothesis with the aim of collecting enough data and informed opinion to verify or reject it.

The investigation will take the form of six weeks of fieldwork, to acsessthe impact of the
nine community water points and community gardens (seven implemented under previous
UK ODA projects and two funded by Plan International) on:

•


 the wider farming systems as practised by participating communities;
the value placed on community-based water projects by participating communities

c)	 the attitudes to and interest of communities in developing and implementing wider
community-based resource management schemes

This fieldwork aims to supplement and complement the information and data collected from
monitoring these schemes during the last six years. The six weeks of fieldwork will be
followed by two meetings (one in Zimbabwe and one in the UK) at which the findings of the
fieldwork will be presented. The views and comments of the participants at these meetings
will form an integral part of the investigations.

•

The product of the investigation and process of consultation will be a report that; details the
impact of existing community-based water points and gardens in south-east Zimbabwe;
makes recommendations on whether a three year pilot programme of research into
community-based resource management to run parallel to and feed into the NGADI project is
warranted; and, if it is; the form this research should take.

•
Specific objectives of the meeting

i) To report, discuss and build on the recommendations of a workshop that was held in
Masvingo at the end of July. This meeting was funded by the ODA Engineering
Division as an end of project workshop for a project that has been looking at the

9 effects of land management on groundwater recharge in the Romwe Catchment. A
major part of this workshop was a scoping exercise on community-based resource
management;

•
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To hear and discuss the results of the long-term monitoring of the community-based
water points and gardcns and the results of the six-week programme of socio-
economic evaluation carried out as part of this investigation of CBRM;

iii) 	 To discuss the main constraints on community-based management of resources at the
village level and to discuss whether rural development processes involving
facilitators and/ or other interventions are needed to overcome theseconstraints;

iv) 	 The workshops will assess the evidence that the best scale at which to carry out
community resource management is the small catchment and will decide whether this
hypothesis is valid, or whether other scales of intervention are mom appropriate;

v)	 To discuss the frameworks by which village level community -based resource
management programmes can be reconciled with programmes aimed at improving
resource management and reducing environmental degradation at a river basin scale;

If the workshop identifies a clear need for a research project to address issues in
implementing community-based resourcc management, an outline logical framework
for a three-year research project will be drafted.

•
A parallel meeting at the same venue, involving hydrologists and modellers from Zimbabwe,
South Africa, and the UK, will be carrying out practical work on the development of
catchment models. By holding these meetings in parallel, it is hoped that there will be a good
interaction (both formal and informal) between participants at each meeting and that this
interaction will lead both to improvements in the catchment models and a better awareness of
the role that catchment modelling could play in developing resource management policy and
programmes.

•

TRIANGLEWORKSHOPAGENDA

•
Wednesday, 6 November

•
12.00 - 14.00 Registration and Lunch

•
14.00 - 14.30 Welcome, introduction and participants introduce themselves

•
14.30 - 15.45 First session: Discussion of main findings of Collector Well Project and

work to date on Community-Based Resource Management (CBRM) in south-
east Zimbabwe and elsewhere

•

1545 - 16.15 Tea
•

16.15 - 17.30 Second session: Discussion of report from Masvingo workshop and general
discussion on the potential for CI3CM, the constraints on CBCM, and the
development strategies and processes that might lead to successful
implementation of CBCM.

17.30 - 18.00 Third session: Discussion of findings presented

19.00 Barheque with modelling meeting participants

Thursday, 7 November

•
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08.30 - 10.00 Fourth session: Discussion of social, economic and institutional impacts of a
first community-based water project or similar development

10.00 - 10.30 Coffee

•
10.30 - 12.00 Fifth session: Discussion on data and experiences that provide evidence that

a first community-based water scheme or other development may provide an
opportunity for initiating CBRM

•
12.00 - 14.00 Lunch

•
14.00 - 15.30 Sixth session: Discussion on strategies, policies, subsidies and legal

frameworks that may facilitate CBRM

15.30 - 16.00 Tea

16.00 - 18.00 Joint session with participants of the modelling workshop

•

Friday, 8 November

08.00 - 08.30 Explanation of scoping exercise and how to construct project logical
frameworks

•
08.30 - 12.00 Break into 3 small groups to work on the logical framework.

Key themes to be addressed are:
Project Goal, Purpose, Outputs and Activities
Project Management Structure and Boundary

12.00 - 14.00 Lunch

•
14.00 - 15.30 Each group reports back on its logical framework (3 x 30 minutes each)

•
15.30 - 16.00 Synthesis of individual logical frameworks to come up with definitive

version

16.00 - 16.30 Tea

16.30 - 17.30 Summary of the three days work and discussion of future direction.

17.30 Departure for those living near by. Others to leave morning of Saturday, 10
November

•

•

•

•

•
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APPENDIX3: Experiencein community-based
resourcemanagementin
Zimbabwewith specialreference
to the pilot collectorwellgarden•
schemes

•
•

by Dr Fanuel Nangati, Social Development Adviser to
CRIALS Phase I

•

INTRODUCTION

Community management of natural resources has become a highly fashionable term.
However, putting it into practice is not easy as the experience in Zimbabwe discussed here
shows. At the very least, a viable community-based management of natural resources
involves an appreciation that people or community needs are a priority.

•
The underlying causes of natural resources over-exploitation and environmental degradation
are mainly social, economic and institutional in origins. This means that the primary concern
of community-based resource management should address the relationship between human
welfare and a particular resource and its conservation for the use of future generations. The
conservation of natural resources has to be linked to human welfare as the major motive force
for resource conservation.

•
The basic social requirement is that the operative unit, the producer/user community should
be small enough for households to participate meaningfully in the programme. The question
of scale is critical for community cohesion. The smallest social organisation above the
household - the village community - should be able to "meet under the indaba tree" to decide
management issues, as was customary in traditional open governance. If a community is too
large or too dispersed for free discourse between members, it is preferable that it divides into
smaller entities, each of which is then represented by a co-ordinating body.

•
The economic requirement is that the producer/user community must benefit from their
labour through the sale of their produce. This economic incentive provides the most
important rationale for conserving the resource. The institutional requirements are:

•

a) security of tenure for specific user groups;

b) use of regulations evolved and enforced locally; and

c) development and investment or conservation and growth/expansion of the resource in
question.

•
These three basic requirements of community-based resource management will feature
throughout the following discussion.

•

•
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THE ZIMBABWE EXPERIENCE

The experience in community-based management of natural resources in Zimbabwe is
relatively recent and initially involved wildlife (1989) and fish (1991). Nevertheless, useful
lessons have been learnt which constitute an invaluable experience. The following is a
summary of what is known about community-based management of natural resources in the
communal areas of Zimbabwe.

1. Producers/users, Managers and beneficiaries should be the same people

The group of people who benefit from the primary use of a resource should be held
fully responsible for managing it properly. This implies full proprietorship of the
resource by land holders, with "ownership" or user rights at such a social level as is
culturally appropriate.

2.	 The User Group should be small enough for households to participate in the
Programme

•
Scale is critical to community cohesion. The whole community should be able to
meet under the "indaba tree" to decide management issues as was customary in
traditional open governance. If a community is too large or too dispersed for free
discourse between members it is preferable that it divides into smaller entities each
of which is then represented by a co-ordinating body.

•
3. A body representing a community should be accountable

•

Any body set up by a community to undertake a function for it should report back
regularly to its constituency. These reports are, in effect, to the shareholders/
stakeholders in a common venture and should be easily understood by all concerned.

This informal report back may be strengthened by registering the membership of the
community and indicating who is eligible to use and benefit from the use of
particular resources and thus accountable for their protection fromabuse.

• 4. Functions should be devolved to the lowest level of social organisation at which they
can be performed properly.

•
Whenever possible, responsibility for natural resources should be devolved to the
producer/user community. Only if the producer/user group cannot perform a
function should it be devolved to a higher level of governance.

5. There must be a close link between production and benefits

The revenue earned by the community should be retained by it. In practice, a small
service charge may be raised by central or local government that support the revenue
generation especially in the case of wildlife and fish, but this must represent fair
payment for inputs of real value to the producers or users of a resource

•
6. Producer/User communities must be able to allocate or spend their earnings as they

see fit.
The households of the producer/user community should be able to use their income
as they wish. This includes how much will be spent on managing thc resource or for
community or individual projects.

•
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7. Communities should not over-extend themselves
•

Communities should not embark on activities or investments that they cannot sustain
without outside help. Living within their means might slow progress, but it builds on
its own capacity to maintain itself. It avoids the problem of donor or government
dependence and the creation of elaborate institutions that can easily absorb most of
the benefits generated by the use of natural resources so that they can no longer
complete with other land uses.

•
8. Developing community managcment skills and systems

•
The evolving of local management systems and the skills to implement them, is a
process that should be encouraged without coercion. Building up trust helps
overcome rural people's dependence on the state.

•
Devolution of authority over common resources will succeed only if the legal and
economic setting is conducive to success. It also requires technical support ranging
from how to set resource use limits for users. Such issues need not be complex and
beyond the capacity of rural communities to implement, even where the level of
literacy is low.

9. Government is the ultimate authority for natural resources
•

There is no contradiction between government or local authority being the ultimate
authority for natural resources and devolving the responsibility to manage it to local

41 communities. The people on the land are in the best position to manage it efficiently
and should be encouraged to do so, while government or local authority monitors the
process to ensure that it is sustainable. This is feasible, provided responsibility is
devolved to the grassroots - making the system more accountable and less prone to
abuse - and the people are committed to supplying the records needed in support of
monitoring the resource to guard against over use and ensuring that producer/user
does benefit; without this incentive the resource may not last.

10. Community-Based Natural Resource Management Represents Cooperation Between
Local Communities and Government, with Government Playing a Special Role

Some government actions are achieved by passing directives down from Government
to the people on the ground. Others need to be achieved through a partnership
between government and organisations that represent grass-roots stakeholders.
Successful community-based resource management falls into the latter category, with
the state devolving its authority over resources to communities who become
proprietors. Government can no longer issue directives or enforce their compliance,
so long as the proprietors manage the resource properly and conform with any
agreement to do so.

•

The role of government shifts from a director to the facilitator of sound management,
through the provision of information and other support services like research and
extension.

•
In effect, the state trades power for influence: a police force fr an extension worker in
a field where policing has been expensive and ineffective. This is because resource
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management is now driven by institutionalised personal and group incentives, rather
than attempts to enforce flawed and socially unacceptable legislation.

•

LESSONS FROM THE CAMPFIRE EXPERIENCE IN COMMUNITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

•

Much of the above lessons are drawn from the experience of community management of
wildlife - the Campfire Programme. This may be extended by highlighting its inception and
specific features.

The Communal Areas Management Programme for Indigenous Resources (Campfire) was a
programme designed to allocate the rights to use communal resources, especially wildlife, to
small communities, providing an incentive to use the resourcesin a sustainable manner.

Having determined what should be done technically, it was clear that new socio-economic
institutions were essential and would have to be created in order to achieve management
objectives. The programme needed to be acceptable to participants from different cultures,
under different ecological and economic circumstances, and to conform with government
policy. In addition, it was recognised that it was necessary to generate sufficient incentives
to promote good conservation and to create disincentives to inhibit abuseof the resources.
Improved returns were needed to cover the costs of the new institutions, leaving enough over
to provide a strong incentive to rightholders to invest in the conservation and development of
their resources.

It was preferable that sanctions for the misuse of the shared resource baseshould be through
local pressures. Campfire aimed to internalise the costsand benefits of resourcemanagement
to the individuals in defined communities, removing externalities and systemsof open access
that characterise and plague communal resource management.

The existing rights of any resident of communal area to use the common property resources
where a serious complaint against the implementation of Campfire. It negatedthe ability of a
community to allocate the resources in its area exclusively to its members, so that resources
would be managed better. The problem was solved through a directive from the President
when communal areas were divided into administrative units of villages and wards, which
were given control over the resources of their respective subdivisions in 1989. In the same
year, Appropriate Authority status for rural communities to manage and benefit from their
wildlife resources was given to the first Campfire Rural District, Nyaminyami and many
others subsequently applied and obtained this authority.

•
Progress leading up to and including the implementation of Campfire was greatly accelerated
by having a set of broad objectives which could be refined as experience was gained. Such
objectives enabled the implementing agency, the Department of National Parks and Wildlife
Management and its partners to exploit chance situations as they arose, especially during the
fluid situation that accompanied independence. The more flexible bureaucracy and greater
political emphasis on the devolution of authority to the "grass-roots" favoured the emergence
of a local brand of community-based wildlife resource management.

•

The new political possibilities coupled with the rapidly growing economic ,importance of
wildlife were powerful catalysts in favour of Campfire. The third vital ingredient for
progress was the coming together of organisations with individuals of varied but
complementary expertise - ecologists, economists, social scientists, social workers and
politicians - from both the public and private sectors, the University of Zimbabwe, NGOs and
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remote rural communities. All these worked in an alliance with the common purpose of
advancing the Campfire concept.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Within the first two to three years of implementing Campfire, poaching and related
convictions for illegal hunting declined sharply. For instance, in Mahenye convictions
declined from 80 to 10 within a period of two weeks.(1) Campfire spread rapidly within 4
years of its inception. By 1993, it covered 70 wards in 12 districts.(2) This involved some
68 800 households representing 500 000 people or 5.5% of the total national population
benefiting from wildlife. These benefits derived mainly from safari hunting with wildlife
tourism beginning to emerge in a few prime sites and might have doubled if it was not for the
ban of ivory trade.

Benefits from wildlife revenue rose from $7 861 in 1989 to $68 798 by 1993. The costs for
managing Campfire first increased and then remained at around 20% while the revenue
earned by communities improved from 37% in 1990 to 63% in 1993. The funds managed by
local communities rose from 14% in 1990to 75% in 1993.(3)

•
The programme has had the full support of the two key government agents, the Department
of National Parks and Wildlife Management and the Ministry of Local Government. Three
NGOs also helped facilitate the programme. Zimbabwe Trust assisted in its implementation
in respect of institutional development. The local World Wildlife Fund (WWF) provided
ecological and economic advice and the Centre for Applied Social Sciences, University of
Zimbabwe, monitored socio-economic progress.

The Programme has subsequently seen the emergence of the representative Campfire
Association, involvement of rural communities and the support of elected leaders. The long-
term success of the programme will not be measured in monetary terms, but by functional
people-participation in securing the resource and people's long-term future.

Campfire offers a solution to the management of natural resources in aridand semi-arid lands
with wildlife and other resources, with respect to community managed resources at the
national level, but the programme is still young and there is needto improvethe following:

consolidate the devolution of responsibility for wildlife and other renewable
resources to the household level;

continue to strengthen the inherent institutional capacities for developing and
managing the resources at this level; and

•
3. ensure that the revenues generated are managed carefully to ensure proper

accountability.

It is also important that the management of the resources, by the community, continue to be
emphasised and not eroded by encouraging communities to monitor their wildl ife populations
and determine the annual harvest.

•

•
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THE GOZ/ODA COLLECTOR WELL GARDEN SCHEMES

Small scale irrigation using collector wells has been experimented upon in the south-east of
Zimbabwe, Masvingo Province, sincc 1992. This is a Government of Zimbabwe
(GOZ)/British Overseas Development Administration (ODA) Project.

Masvingo Province is one of the driest parts of Zimbabwe where scarcity of water is a major
constraint to mral development. The pilot phase of the project has offeltd an opportunity to
assess the impact of a specific intervention which aims at enhancing the livelihood strategies
of the poor in marginal rural communal lands. In particular, the project allows for an
assessment of social, economic, institutional and environmental issues related to community-
based management of common resources.

The introduction of the collector well (CW) to access ground water resoumes is a significant
advance to the conventional strategy of improving conservation of scarce surface water
supplies in arid and semi-arid lands (ASALs). This new technology has the totential to
complement existing rainfall farming systems, initiate additional non-farm livelihood
strategies and slow down land degradation, albeit on a small scale.

The undoubted strength of the collector well technology is the provision of a reliable source
of water which can be put to a variety of uses. In addition, it provides cleaner water and thus
improves the health of the local population, especially the more vulnerable children.
Furthermore, the attached vegetable garden has a positive impact on the health of the

410	 community in general through a constant supply of vegetables. The CW garden has also
proved to be an important source of revenue obtained through the sale of vegetables. Thus

1110 the collector well is of utility, economic and social value to the community: cleaner water and
food/nutrition from the attached garden, income from the sale of garden produce and
collective interaction focused on gardening and other related activities, e.g. women's clubs.

•

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The establishment of these schemes has been achieved, as in the case of the Campfire
programme, with sufficient flexibility to allow for situational differences at each site and
learning from experience. For example, CW garden membership was determined by
communities and varies from 50 - 130 in the 6 pilot CW garden schemes.

•
There has been community involvement at all stages of the project from inception, through
planning and construction to subsequent maintenance and management. An interdisciplinary
project team was involved to ensure that schemes are socially sustainable. An example of
this was ensuring an informal community contract prior to well construction which was a
potent means of spelling out obligations, clarifying misconceptions and creating a sense of
ownership from the start.

•
The final and annual reports on the pilot phase have extensively documented positive benefits
in the development of community gardens using ground-water. These arc improved
productivity due to better nutrition, reduced demands on women's time and energy spent
fetching water and in providing relish, the provision of employment at the local level,
development of collective action and strengthening of local level institutional stnictures.
This offers a possible way in which communities in marginal lands threatened by land
degradation and poverty can stabilise or improve their living standards and quality of life.
More recently, research has been conducted using participatory methods to try ad establish
possibilities offered by productive water points (CW gardens) in furthcr strengthening

•
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existing and new livelihoods strategics. Preliminary results have shown that income from the
sale of garden produce is comparable and can even be better than the wages earned by
workers in the sugar estates in Masvingo Province.(4) With this income, members of the CW
garden are able to purchase food and other household necessities, pay school fees, hire
labour during peak agricultural periods, buy farm inputs and engage in rabbitry, keeping
goats, pigs and cattle fattening.

•
Interestingly, there is also evidence of CW and garden impact on natural resource
management strategies in the surrounding areas. This information came from participatory
group sessions. The environmental problems mentioned included over grazing of existing
pastures, tree felling and opening up of marginal lands. As the result of increased level of
agriculture extension services at the well sites, people are becoming moreresponsive to the
need to conserve soil and water. Conservation activities are being initiated at and around the
project sites by individuals, extension staff and traditional leaders.

Generally, this is being done through the extension workers who turn to kraal heads to either
mobilise people and/or enforce penalties through the imposition of fines.

These natural resources management (NRM) structures or committees workin parallel to the
CW garden committees. Sometimes there is an overlap, as some members of the CW garden
committee also serve on the NRM committee. The NRM committee is generally considered
adequate in handling environmental issues in the locality although people recognise that
environmental management problems still exist.

THE CHALLENGE OF PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY: AGENDA FOR APPLIED SOCIAL
RESEARCH

While the pilot phase of the CW project has proved its worth in terms of utility, economic
and social values, it is however more important that these community CW garden schemes
become sustainable in social, economic, institutional and environmental terms. Although
some steps have already been taken in this direction, further attention willbe required on the
issues highlighted below in the next phase of research to support the effortson community-
based small scale irrigation using collector wells such as the proposed NOADIProject.

•
What would be extremely valuable is to have a pilot district in Masvingo Province where
research can be conducted on three sites/communities while continuing to monitor
developments at one of the pilot sites, e.g. the Romwe CW project in Chivi,as the fourth site.
Ideally, research on community-based resource management should be focusedin rural areas
which are neither state owned (state farms) nor privately owned (commercial farms). Such is
the case with communal and resettlement arcas. The chosen pilot district could have two
sites in a communal area/s and one in a resettlement area. These are the most appropriate
areas for community-based resource management: they are marginal, mostdegraded, densely
populated and therefore representative of rural communities in the country. Further, land
tenure in these areas is charactcrised by common user rights and therefore suitable for
corninunity-based resource management strategies.

Below are outlined issues that need further inquiry through applied social research and with
the intention of enhancing the sustainability of community-based management of CW garden
schemes.

I. Use of local/traditional knowledge to supplement scientific information.

•
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There is need for a greater understanding of the communitiee knowledge of their
natural resources and the constraints they face. It is important to know what these
resources are, how they are used, when and by who?

Such knowledge will assist in identifying incentives for natural resources
management. When properly consulted, communities can be invaluable
"instruments" for identifying location of underground water sources which can be
tested for feasibility using modern technology and such knowledge can also be
suggestive of how best to restore or conserve the degraded resources.

This information can be obtained through baseline resource use surveys and group
participatory sessions with key informants, extension workers and community
members with due regard for gender variation. The communities' accumulated
knowledge can also supplement scientific information in monitoring and improving
the overall management of resources.

•
2. Conflict and Conflict Resolution

•
There is need to understand processes and mechanisms of conflict resolution in the
communities and project committees. Conflict is an important and integral part of
community-based management of natural resources. It often arises over resource
allocation and in effect, it needs to be understood that conflict is an inherent factor
in any cooperative endeavour, including a household. What is at stake or important
to know is how to develop conflict resolution mechanisms for project management
committees.

•

One way to do this is to include facilitators as non-voting members - e.g. village
community workers or other extension staff and/or traditional leaders such as kraal
heads who can sit in committees as ex-officio members.

In fact, the origin and function of a kraal or village headman are misunderstood by
both government and NGOs who operate in rural communal areas A village
headman is a leader of the dominant clan in the village much like the chief in a
particular arca or rural district. Village headmanship is inherited through the rules of
seniority of the clan in question. He functions as the head of a village and is highly
respected by the majority of clan followers and the minority of villagers not
belonging to the dominant clan in the village.

It is this legitimacy and the respect accorded to him that he traditionally allocates
land in "his village", presides over the village court and generally enforces village
regulations through the sanction of tradition. Governments, past and present, have
tended to manipulate traditional leadership or weaken it for interests of little or no
relevance to village welfare.

In communal areas development agents and government alike fail to exploit the
potential value of traditional leadership in facilitating the development process. For
instance, allocation of a plot in the CW garden to the village headman may facilitate
smooth operations and discipline in the project.

3. Enforcement of Resource Management Regulations

External impositions of regulations pertaining to community resource use has proved
expensive and difficult and tends to encourage illegal use of the resource. The

•
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management/control of natural resource is more effective when enforced by those
who introduce it - resource users or producers, not only through formal means of
control but also through social sanctions imposed by tradition.

Traditional leaders and elders are the custodians of social sanctions and any
programme or project that ignores this tends to suffer the fate of top-down
approaches epitomised by the failure of the Mid-Zambezi Valley Resettlement
Project.(5) For applied research, the lesson is that decision making processes in the
community need to be studied together with the identification of the existing and
viable community structures. Such structures too, are critical to the decision making

411	 processes involved in the establishment and implementation of programmes and
projects.

•

4. Security of Tenure•
Research needs.to look into socially acceptable ways of securing.land for-CW garden
schemes to minimise conflicts that sometimes surrounds a piece of land acquired or
"donated" for group use. Experience in the pilot phase of the CW garden schemes
shows that security of tenure is enhanced where the scheme is situated on land which
was not used by a particular household like arable land, but was used by the local
community as a whole such as part of its grazing land.

The Romwe CW garden scheme in Chivi is an instructive case where the community
refused to use donated land for the CW garden and opted for part ofcommunity
grounds used for playing by children. Other ways may be explored such as securing
land for a project through the Rural District Council's Land Allocation Committee or
getting the RDC to take steps to gazette a defined piece of land for the purpose.
Research on this issue could indicate community preference on obtaining more
secure land for locating CW gardens.

•

5. Equity and Membership

The question of fairness in the distribution of benefits of the CW garden needs
further investigation. Baseline surveys on household productive assets can be used
to get information on establishing the poorer households in the community.
Participatory group sessions can be used for allowing the community to debate the
issue and come to some conclusion of how best people can ensure equity in garden
membership and guarantee social sustainability of projects. Information can also be
collected on the dominant clan in the community as well as minority members of
other clans. The clue to identifying the dominant clans in communal areas is to know
the clan of the village headman and then establish how many of the same clan are in
the village.

•

In the pilot phase, the question of equity has not been a problem, on average 49% of
CW garden members have been found to be the poorer households in the
communities. The involvement of women too was not problematic due to the fact
that gardening is normally the function of women in the traditional household
division of labour.

6. Mobility in the CW Garden Schemes

CW gardens as community projects should not be conceived as closed systems. This
may be viewed by the larger community as unjust. In some projects elsewhere in the
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country where this has occurred, those outside the scheme have vandalised
equipment, removed or damaged the fence in protest against exclusion. Rcscarch
should seek to establish strategies that allow movement in and out of the schemes.
Communities may, for instance, formulate regulations or by-laws that allow
abandoned garden plots to be re-allocated to those on the waiting list. Rules could
be made indicating whether a garden plot is inheritable and how.

Transparency, especially in the eyes of non-members of a garden scheme is an
important aspect in the management of a community resource so that the scheme is
not associated with particular people or section of a community.

Institutional Development and Support

The CW garden communities need the support of institutions at higher level of ward
and rural district council. There is need for a comprehensive study of how rural
district councils can support committees at village level. CW garden committees
cannot exist in isolation and survive. There is therefore need for constant support
from the Rural District Council and government district level extension personnel -
Agritex, DDF and other extension workers to assist in conflict resolution and
technical hitches as facilitators.

Another support needed but often neglected is proper consultation with traditional
leaders in their capacity as "owners of the land". The participation of village
headmen, sub-chiefs and chiefs appears to be either indirect or wanting in the pilot
CW projects. In similar contexts, it has been observed that "if you win these over, it
helps because they are always present and have the legitimacy which councillors and
other modem leaders do not have".(6)

Working with modem leaders regardless of the common latent tension between them
in many parts of the country is limiting. The participation of traditional leaders is
crucial for effective law enforcement in communal areas Effective control requires,
in addition, informal sanctions imposed by tradition. For instance, in small
irrigation schemes in Manicaland Province, the participation of traditional leaders is
institutionalised by the allocation of a piece of land in the schemes to ensure their
presence and, by extension, discipline made possible by the inclusion of a village
headman, sub-chief or chief in the scheme.(7)

Capacity Building

The leadership problems that have been experienced by some CW garden schemes
indicate the need for basic training in how community organisations should operate
since the CW is meant to benefit the communities surrounding the water point and
not just a few who arc in the garden committee itself. The problem appears to be that
of who is to provide this training? A study of the structures and functions of RDCs
might assist in clarifying this question. Ideally, the CW garden communities should
have both members and non-members to allow wider discussions of issues other than
those of the CW garden, those that concern the interests of the wider community, for
example, the management of the CW catchment area. Capacity building is further
necessitated by the fact that the majority of garden membership are women whose
educational opportunities have bee limited historically and culturally.
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9. Long-term Maintenance of CW
•

Evidence from the pilot phase shows that CW garden committees are not prepared
for the increased costs of maintenance as the CW gets older and more expensive to
maintain. The fees charged for garden membership and access to water from the CW
may be adequate for the current relatively less costly repairs. However, as
maintenance costs increase, communities might consider more regular charges for
both members and non-members and with a different feestructure for the two groups.
These charges could be subject to quarterly review depending on costs incurred.
Continued monitoring of at least one of the pilot CWs could provide information on
long-term trends in maintenance costs from which a strategy could be devised for
committees to build up their financial resources in order to ensure sustainability of
the well.

10. Developing Natural Resources Management Systems

• The sustainability of CW and garden will depend on the management of natural
resources in the related catchment area. This task is clearly beyond the ability of CW
garden committees which, as we have seen, are mainly composed of women.

•
Such a task will require the broadening of the committees to include the participation
of non-members. Further, this will also require the support of both modern and
traditional leaders and that of the extension personnel in the communities.

•
The incentives or specific environmental benefits of community gardens using
ground water include the reduction in pressure to cultivate marginal lands,
particularly streambanks and the promotion of long-term management strategies due
to decreased risk and increased security of tenure that the schemes bring. Thus,
community participation in the development of small-scale irrigation using ground
water can have the benefit of providing a springboard to improved resource
management at the village or catchment scale. This gives rural communities their
first experience of the institutions needed to make community-based activities
successful. The future development of wells and gardens should go hand-in-hand
with programmes of community-based natural resource management, building on the
opportunity and incentives that this type of water development provides.

I 1. Enabling Policies

Currently there are proposals for policies, strategies and programmes being
formulated at national level in Zimbabwe which have a bearing on community-based
resource management in communal areas Below we outlined the main thrust of
some of these.

•

THE NATIONAL WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT STRATEGY (WRMS)

This strategy seeks to rationalise the distribution of surface water and change colonial laws
which allowed individuals, groups or companies to have exclusive access to water from
dams, lakes and weirs at the expense of their neighbours in communal lands. There are some
dams which are located in communal areas but because water rights are exclusively for
commercial agriculture, the rural poor cannot have access to this water. The anticipated
change in water permits would allow the rural poor to use the water for both domestic use
and small-scale irrigation.

•
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NATIONAL POLICY AND PROGRAMME ON DROUGHT MANAGEMENT IN ZIMBABWE

This is being formulated to supercede the Civil Protcction Act (CPA) of 1988 whose
weaknesses will be avoided by applying three basic principles:

•
a) enhancing peoples participation in developing their adaptive strategies, indigenous

knowledge and individual, family and community coping mechanisms;

b)	 clear responsibility and empowerment at all levels and community determination of
interventions based upon informed decision making; and

c) emergency assistance shall be avoided in all instances and when one is necessitated,
it should sub-serve the goals of development.

These principles are consistent with the basic themes of participation, empowerment and
responsibility as detailed in the general macro-policies of Zimbabwe. The policy will also
provide some guidelines reflecting the reality of limited resources for emergency relief.

•
One of the major objectives of the policy is that emergency assistance effort shall reinforce
the capabilities of the affected population while promoting self-reliance, eliminating the root
causes of vulnerability to droughts and contributing to sustainable economic development
and growth. Four policy principles are proposed; popular participation, setting of priorities,
decentralisation of drought management and the emergency-development continuum. The last
principle of policy direction proposes a situation where emergency assistance is aimed at
effeeting development and that this development be sustainable so that emergency assistance
is decreased and eventually eliminated.

•

PROGRAMME OF LAND REDISTRIBUTION AND RESETTLEMENT
•

This is a long-standing a programme which began soon after independence in 1980. The
intention then was to find land and resettle 65 000 landless families. The programme faced
many constraints including shortage of funds to purchase land and qualified personnel to
undertake land use planning.
To date, less than the targeted figure of the families in need of land have been resettled and
the number of the landless has increased and far exceeds the original figure of 65 000
families. Funds for the purchase of land still remains a major problem. Government has
however resorted to acquiring land through designation and some families are being resettled
in all the 8 provinces of Zimbabwe. However, since land is limited, it is recognised that other
ways for people to earn a living need to be found such as employment generation and
increasing productivity in communal areas through more intensive methods of agricultural
production including small scale irrigation schemes such as CW gardens.

•

Related to the issue of land was the Land Tenure Commission set up in 1993 to look into the
appropriateness of land tenure systems in Zimbabwe.(8) The recommendations of the
Commission on communal lands are relevant to the development of sustainable livelihood
strategies in communal areas.

•
For instance, the Commission noted that environmental legislation is fragmented and that it
puts greater emphasis on controls than providing appropriate incentives for sustainable
resource use and encouraging communities to develop their own management solutions.
Further, the Commission observed that there has been no comprehensive approach to
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sustainable development or concerted effort to find suitable alternative income-earning
opportunities to retard the conversion of woodland, range land and other marginal lands to
cropping land or promote sustainability.

The Commission recommended appropriate economic incentives to promote investment in
environmental management, education and research in natural resource utilisation and
development of appropriate institutions with adequate representation of women - who
constitute 70% of farmers in communal areas. In conclusion, the commission pointed out
that there is need for an integrated policy framework for promoting land and natural
resources management.

•

The policy changes discussed above focus on the need to promote or enhance sustainable
livelihood strategies in the communal lands of Zimbabwe. The small-scale irrigation using
Collector Wells Project answers this call. Information that can be gathered through research
on community-based CW garden schemes is needed in the formulation of an appropriate
policy framework for rural development or alternative strategies to rural development in the
dry and marginal lands of Zimbabwe.•
CONCLUSION

Rural development in tropical Africa is at a cross-roads. Development programmes
engineered from "above" have lasted as long as the programmes themselves. Large-scale
arnbitions projects using expensive technology and complex management structures have also
had the same fate. Both government and NGOs are beginning to realise the limits of
externally driven "development" in rural areas. The simple fact is that thesedo not last.

Evidence is beginning to emerge that demand-driven small projects which are identified,
planned, implemented, monitored and evaluated with and by the communities stand a better
chance of success. These arc small, manageable and controlled by the communities
themselves, using and building on their own local knowledge, resources and skills. Such
projects require supportive policies and facilitative inputs while being driven internally, step
by step, and not subject to the regime of mechanical logframes and artificially contrived
target outputs.

•
In Zimbabwe, attempts at community-based management of natural resources began in the
late 1980s with the introduction of the Campfire programme focused on sustainable
utilisation of wildlife in arid and semi-arid lands where agriculture is marginal. However,
with time, demands from the grassroots for the application of the Campfire principles to other
natural resources have seen the gradual application of these principles to other natural
resources such as timber, fish and water. These developments need to be extended and
studied and not patronised.

Attempts to enhance existing livelihood strategies in marginal lands in response to the
specific needs of the communities are showing promise for success. Such projects are
needed and research is necessary to understand related community dynamics to further
enhance this development.

•
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APPENDIX4: Findingsand Recommendationsof
the LandTenureCommission

•
LAND TENURE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR NATURAL RESOURCE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

'Ile major environmental problems are largely a result of inappropriate farming systems
and over-exploitation of inadequate environmental resources for short term gains mainly due
to adverse socio-economic circumstances of the majority of farmers (and the rural population
at large).

Natural resource policy, therefore, must address not only regulatory legislation, but also the

41 development of sustainable farming systems for various tenure systems.

There is also a need to provide farmers in all sectors of agriculture with appropriate
environmental management tools. Such tools should include imparting of skills and creating
the right economic incentives, support systems and information to enhance agricultural
production.

•

The report helps to:

• specify policy and institutional constraints in natural resource conservation and
environmental management;

•
suggest the economic, educational and institutional considerations to be taken into
account in the design of an appropriate policy framework for the management of natural
resources in Zimbabwe;

•

employ these basic considerations in developing an outline of an administrative structure
for managing natural resources at the national, provincial/rural district and community
levels.

Addressing the root causes of environmental problems

The report concludes:

The principal causcs of environmental problems are institutional - simply put, it is lack of
access to and control over resources (eg. water)

•

There is the dependence of a growing population on a restrictive agricultural enterprise
structure and the lack of alternatives (non-farm related incomes)

A related factor is the lack of clarity with respect to property rights. This results in resource
conflicts, for example, over woodlands and grazing land with respect to private and state
lands.

•
It appears that even the water problems in communal areas of Zimbabwe is one of access and
security, rather than of quantity. In addition, where such conflicts exist, people are less likely
to invest in conservation.

•
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Planning for resource management initiatives has proven difficult within the constraints of
the administrative structure of the VI:DODbecause boundary disputes abound when resource
areas are artificially demarcated to fit an administratively defined user group (systems
boundaries).

•
Policy Issues and Constraints

Most legislative and organisational apparatus pertaining to the environment thus far place
greater emphasis on controls and centrally-derived messages, than on providing appropriate
incentives for sustainable resource use and encouraging communities to develop their own
management solutions

There has been no comprehensive approach to sustainable development nor has there been a
concerted effort to find suitable alternative income-earning opportunities to retard the
conversion of woodlands, range land, and other marginal lands to cropping land or promote
sustainabi Iity.

Economic incentives/Investment needs

There is a need for investments in technology and research to increase production in low
potential areas and minimise environmental pressures. There is also a need for financial
incentives for investment in environmental sustainability.

investment in developing alternative technologies

investment in information and extension services on natural resources management
and opportunities

incentives for natural resource conservation, regeneration and efficient use and
alternative rural industries.

Education/Research needs

holistic analysis of large scale trends and effects
analysis of long term processes of rangeland change
study of the impact of freehold tenure on natural resource management
analysis of the economic potentials of different farming systems and initiatives
scope of indigenous woodlands regeneration
potential of harnessing indigenous knowledge, customary regulations and
management practices
studies of water resource utilisation
environmental assessments of various developments, technologies, land uses etc.

•
Institutional/Administrative needs

The institutions designed at the national, regional and local level are inadequate and in some
cases inappropriate.

•

•
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The idealogy of environmental policy is one of policing conservation rather than one of
enhancing material benefits. There is a virtual absence of appropriate incentives.

•
There is inadequate capacity in the various agencies. The specific skills needed in
environmental management is lacking. This is compounded by the fact that thcre is an
insufficient financial basis to address these issues.

•
Attempts to reform legislation are partial, dealing either with environment alone, tenure
alone, communal areas or local government alone. There is a need to bring these processes
together.

•

There are insufficient linkages to communities (inputs and responsibilities). Women are not
well represented on decision-making bodies charged with natural resource and environmental
management.

Conclusions: Integrated policy framework to promote improved land and natural resources
management.

•
The policy framework integrates 3 perspectives that must be addressed:

•
Economic, Educational and Institutional

•
The economic framework includes state supported investments which improve opportunities
to manage land sustainably. These may include investing in water development,
infrastructure etc.

•

The educational framework involves the educational initiatives, including extension,
research, capacity building, information and so forth.

The institutional framework includes enabling legislation, regulatory, administrative and
legal structures

As most of the legislative and organisational apparatus pertaining to the environment has
concentrated primarily on the regulatory controls, it is proposed that any new land and
natural resource policy instruments would include both educational aspects and economic
incentives for efficient use of resources.

•
Since a very large proportion of rcsource use and management activities require some degree
of collective decision-making, the development of procedures, processes, and an cntity
through which these decisions arc made constitutes the major challenge in the management
and use of natural resources.

(careful development of first productive water points for communities offers onc such entity)

•

Economic Incentives

Environmental economic policy incentives and disincentives are needed for productive
households and community groups, for rural economic enterprises and ruralservices (grants,
credit, tax incentives, subsidies, labour and training rebates etc). Recommended investments
for economic policy incentives include:

•

•
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environmental infrastructure investment and promotion (wells, dams and
conservation works, fencing and paddocking, water development and appropriate
frameworks for drought relief)

alternative technology promotion, development and diffusion

specific incentives for woodland / tree regeneration and water management

incentives for development institutions eg. NGO's

•
Educational Initiatives

education: revision of school curricula, provision and use of educational institutions,
use of NGO's to promote the environmental message

•
information: diffusion of knowledge from environmental impact assessments

•
extension: there has been a tendency for extension workers to perform a regulatory
role. This approach should be abandoned as the appropriate role for extension is one
of advice, education and persuasion. The various extension services should be
coordinated and integrated into a coherent policy and gender sensitive approaches
must be applied.

•

Institutional Development

With reference to village, ward and district level:

•
The various acts important in the discussion of natural resources must be streamlined
together, including coordinated land use planning, management and monitoring. The new
Act should provide for the devolution of responsibility and define local authority and
procedures.

There should be an effort to recognise and strengthen customary laws. Lawsmust be explicit
on who enforces, and what the community controls and administrative proceduresare.

•
It is concluded that common property should be better organised through clear legal powers
at the local level. With appropriate safeguards on common property rights, commons could
provide a good institutional base for diversification in resource exploitation. Changes in
tenure and the institutions of land and resource management which involve a decentralisation
of administration and devolution of proprietorship and economic control will devolve
benefits as well.

•
Local authorities have a key role in the management of land and natural resources. This must
be defined and strengthened. It will involve a phased transfer whereby RDC's become
responsive and accountable to local communities.

•
There is need to develop informed participatory planning and increase in local community
involvement in natural resources management. This can be achieved by the following
measures:

•

promoting and developing viable local institutions and social stnictures
•
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devolving natural resources management and control to sub-district (ward) level
promoting bottom-up land use and natural resource use planning with advisory
services
promoting and strengthening community natural resource management schemes for
wetlands, irrigation, wildlife, forest resources, grazing etc.
improving the role of communities in assessing land compensation on removals for
public purposes
promoting environmental public works programmes
supporting local capacity building and integrated planning

Outline of Administrative Institutional Arrangements

It is recommended that a district level "land adjudication / local government entity" be
established, composed of the Councillors, Chief, Agritex provincial planning officer,
traditional leaders etc. Such an entity would also be advised by a new "district level land and
natural resources board", with extension staff from Agritex, Forestry and Natural Resources
serving in an advisory or consultative capacity. Practically speaking, the district level "land
adjudication / local government entity" referred to could be an enhanced and strengthened
RDC or some sub-unit.

At the Ward level an analogous "land / natural resources board" would be established, which
is answerable to the WADCO.

•
At the Community level, the administrative institutional arrangements are designed to:

•

provide a framework for the empowerment of communities in the utilisation and
management of natural resources through appropriate tcnure systems

•
provide a framework for effective community participation in the planning,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of sustainable community environmental
projects ie. bottom-up approach

•
enhance a culture of accountability and self-help in natural resource utilisation and
environmental management in rural communities

•
Recommendations on Communal Areas

•

CAMPFIRE is a qualified success and demonstrates probably the most important
recommendation of the Commission. That is, rural communities can own and utilise
resources effectively and sustainably provided there are clear benefits to the community and
that the community is empowered through local level institutions. The current problems
include conflict in the relevant districts between those wards receiving proceeds from the
programme and those not benefitting.

•
(in many ways, the proposed research is to develop a CAMPFIRE equivalent for those
communities and RDC's not blessed with the wildlife resource)



•
InvestmentandProductivity•
Tlie Commission recommends strongly that Government restores political priority to the
development of Communal Areas through increased public sector investment into roads,
water, electricity, telecommunications and social infrastructure.

The proposed administrative structure at village level also provides an easier and more secure
vehicle for rural credit. For instance, the AFC's group lending scheme should in future be
based on villages where each village assembly recommends and/or guarantees credit-worthy
farmers. Villages may also apply for medium to long term loans to invest in village
infrastructure such as boreholes and small scale irrigation. Such financing arrangements do
not have to be restricted to the AFC, and should be workable for commercial banks, credit
houses, wholesalers, input suppliers and other financiers.
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APPENDIX5: Instrumentedcatchmentstudies as
an integralpart of the national
waterresourcesmanagement•
strategy

•

•

The Concept of Community-Based Catchment Management

Policy makers and funding agencies are showing increased interest in Integrated
Catchment Management (ICM) as a practical means of halting environmental degradation
and promoting sustainable agricultural development in dryland areas.

ICM programmes that are showing most potential are those that include a high level of
community participation both in decision making and in the implementation of improved
resource management.

• National Agriculture and Water Policy in Zimbabwe urgently calls for community
empowerment for decision making and resource management.

• People will benefit most from working collectively to protect and managetheir resources
in a productive way.

•
The Catchment is the logical physical unit at which to manage natural resources.

• Community-Based Catchment Management can provide the building blocks for Integrated
Catchment Management and can help underpin development of the national Water
Rcsources Management Strategy.

•
Catchment Studies

There is presently a lack of research into hydrological processes throughout the region
which is hindering the development of water resources. In particular, few studies have
been undertaken to monitor small catchments.

•

• Whilst there are many large-guaged catchments with areas of hundreds or thousands of
km2, because of spatial variability of hydrological processes and generally limited
instrumentation, it is not possible to partition different processes or quantifythe impact of
various and changing land use practices.

•
This is especially true in dryland areas. Without data from small catchments, or without
better instrumented larger catchments, reliable water resource management cannot be
possible.

•

The Importance of Scale

•
The size of small catchmcnt studied is vital. It should be small enough to allow direct
measurement of processes contributing to the water balance and to minimise
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meteorological & geological variability, but large enough to reflect the discontinuous
nature typical of catchments in thc particular physical setting.

• In areas of crystalline basement rock (which cover about two-thirds of Zimbabwe) this
scale of catchment is typically of the order 10 - 20 km2.

• It is the same scale at which groundwater points and community gardens are being
established in ODA / GOZ work and at which small dams and associated community
projects are being established by others eg. CARE, LWF.

• In dryland areas, good water resource management at this local scale is the key to
sustainable social and agricultural development.

•

In Zimbabwe, collective action at this local scale may involve a group of families, a Kraal,
several Kraals, a whole community, a VIDCO, or parts of several VIDCO's.

•
It matters less which type of social group. More important is that social cohesion exists,
with commitment to improving well being as a group, and the group clearly recognises
ownership and responsibility to manage and protect the resources.

•

At a local scale, say at each productive water point implemented in NGADI, the challenge
lies in overlaying the best social group with which to work with the best physical scale at
which to manage the natural resources.

• At a regional scale, the challenge lies in bringing together the findings at small catchment
scale in the different principle physical and social settings, and to provide sustainable
development and management of water resources at the river basin scale.

The opportunity exists to nest thc required small catchment studies in different physical
and social settings within a larger river basin. In this way, the small catchment studies
will provide the building blocks for the required 'semi-rid pilot catchment study and
become an integral part of the national Water Resources Management Strategy.

el • The attached figure illustrates how this may be possible in, for example, the Chiredzi
River catchment. Studies at this scale will bring together stakeholder from Communal,
Resettlement and Commercial sectors.

• In the case of the Chiredzi River, stakeholders Mkwasine Sugar Estate have expressed
interest in providing some financial support if the pilot catchment study can help to
analyse water resource management within their catchment.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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rainfed and livestock farming in• dryland agricultural catchment
systems incorporating a reliable,
productive water point

•
•

By Professor Dyno Keatinge

•
The creation of a very small island of irrigated agriculture through the provision of a secure
water source in a much larger dryland agricultural catchment has been indicated by the
CRMLS Phase 1 survey to have a substantial and immediate beneficial effect on the
surrounding agricultural communities. The provision of a dependable, though small, income
source from irrigated community-based vegetable gardening and associated implications for
providing potential collateral for acquisition of formal loans and increased security for
informal "savings clubs" has resulted in a considerable diversity in investment in new
agricultural enterprises. These include initiatives involving smallstock, poultry, pigs, goats,
cattle, agroforestry, fruit, vegetables and new agricultural equipment (Table 3.6). These, and
other new non-agricultural household initiatives (Table 3.7) must inevitably have key
implications for the productivity and sustainability of existing and potential future dryland
agricultural systems practised in the associated catchment and beyond. Eighty two percent of
garden member respondents indicated that they had changed their farming practices as a
result of the collector well scheme and that 41% now hire labour for agricultural activities
(Section 3.4.1). Three beneficial implications of these changes were:

a)	 that labour constraints for traditional tasks such as weeding rainfed fields were made
less critical as the ability to make immediate cash payments to young (often semi-
landless) males encouraged the formation of an available labour pool;

b) that a greater proportion of productive land was farmed annually than previously had
been possible; and,

c)	 that the quality and quantity of farm extension advice had consistently improved and
that a more constructive relationship had been established with local AGRITEX and
associated agricultural extension professionals (Section 3.4.1).

The latter point is of key importance to the future development of these and the large number
of potentially similar agricultural communities which may benefit from the forthcoming
NGADI development scheme. If truly sustainable systems for agricultural and natural
resource management are to be put into place in S.E. Zimbabwe as a result of development
efforts, several realities will have to be faced namely:

Drought will be a continuing factor dominating dryland agricultural systems, the risk
of crop failure and periodic large scale mortality occurring amongst ruminant
populations must be ever-present design factors in the development of future
"improved" farming strategies:
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•

2. Development occurring as a result of short-term abuse of natural resources such as
engendered by chronic overstocking and practices encouraging soil nutrient
depletion, erosion and overuse of groundwater must be avoided;

•
3. Land tenure systems will need to be clarified, made more secure and explicitly

recognised by the inhabitants of the communities in question and by their formal and
informal administrative leaders;

•
4. Community development must take place from a truly informed position of the

potential options available and of their possible implications into the future. To
engender this enhanced local knowledge is presently one of the major tasks of
supporting research and development services and to be more effective than
previously they need to employ a much more participatory approach. An equitable
balance in decision making must be struck between all stakeholders and concerned
organisations within their appropriate geographic, environmental and political
recommendation domains.

•
Given these provisos, the research services serving the Communal Areas are now confronted
with a challenging mandatc to predict a range of optional agricultural systems scenarios at a
village, district and regional level arising from the provision of secure and productive water
points. Initial issues that therefore would have to be considered seem to include:

i	 Are waterpoints really secure given potential extraction and recharge rates? To
answer this requires detailed hydrological studies in a representative set of
instrumented small catchments.

ii. Given that research should be executed in a participatory mode with the fanning
communities and their administrative representatives formulating joint-priorities
according to current theory, how should previously unconsidered and untested
options such as a new crop or livestock practice be potentially assessed for
introduction within this methodological context? One approach is to model various
management scenarios. A second approach is to develop demonstration catchments
where, through participative farmer research, different management options are
scientifically assessed.

in. 	 Are productive water points most effectively used when associated with communal
vegetable gardens or are there possibly better alternatives to be considered within the
context of the greater dryland agricultural system?

iv. If water point vegetable gardens are the most productive use of available water after
domestic needs have been fulfilled, how can local resources be most effectively
utilised (improved vegetable agronomy) and how great is the potential future market
if groundwater sources were fully exploited throughout S.E. Zimbabwe in a similar
manner?

•
v. Even if water point vegetable gardens are the most productive use of water and land

resources at a given point, would a greater diversity of enterprises within catchments
or other social units based on these secure water points provide better regional
economic buffering against the effects of severe drought?

vi. 	 Given that severe herd depletion and thus lack of draught power is a consequence of
chronic drought events, what options might exist in using secure watcr points to both

•
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maintain a greater proportion of critical breeding animals throughout drought phases
and how best to ensure their more rapid recovery to body conditions enabling draught
work, reproduction and milk yields at full breed potential?

vii. 	 What possibilities exist within current farming systems and climatic patterns to
ensure that soil and water resources are maintained and enhanced through
manipulation of cropping sequences and more effective use of livestock manure
resources?

viii. How will the plethora of new agricultural initiatives currently stimulated by existing
well schemes impact on available animal feed resources ? Are traditional authorities
and land tenurial systems capable of adequately safeguarding the control and
equitable use of natural resources?

ix. 	 Are there alternative uses of productive water points that might be of substantial
benefit to the local agricultural communities and to the export economy of S.E.
Zimbabwe and beyond, such as high value non-traditional horticultural production
(spice crops, nuts, registered seed etc.) or intensive dairy activities (with value added
yoghurt, and cheese production) ?

x. What agroforestry options could be exploited throughout catchments, given the
possibility with well water of raising tree nurseries and providing sufficient
supplemental water to saplings after planting to ensure safe establishment?

•
xi. What marketing and other post-harvest initiatives will be needed at a district and

regional level to ensure that improved productivity can be fully encouraged and
capitalised on at a local level.

•

xi i . What policy implications are there if infrastructural constraints such as credit
availability, education, extension advice, local transport and input supply are to be in
synergy with the expected developmental thrusts?

Such questions are only a sample of what needs to be considered if a pragmatically complex
view of the development of farming systems in dryland agricultural catchments is to be
adopted and thus if problems are to be effectively addressed in S.E. Zimbabwe. Attempting
to make simple interventions without reference to the surrounding system complexity has
proven in the past to be largely unsuccessful However, given the substantial existing
background information provided by the findings of the Romwe Catchment Scheme, the
Collector Well Programme, the forthcoming NGADI scheme and the CRMLS Phase 1 Study,
provides a unique opportunity by which development within such a complex system could be
better understood and thus has a good chance of success. Moreover, with ongoing research
this success at a local level has a strong possibility of permitting effective scaling up to
regional level. This would provide a successful example of development for potential export
to the other large areas of sub-Saharan Africa with comparable granitic basement rock
geology to aid fulfilment of ODA's Semi-Arid Production System goal and purposes.

•

•

•

•

•
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APPENDIX 7: List of persons consulted during
CRMLS phase I

The following individuals contributed to CRMLS Phase I and to the ideas and
recommendations presented in this report. There are many others not specifically mentioned,
not least, the communities who gave much of their time to the surveys. The CRMLS Phase I
project represents the latest stage of a programme now nearly ten years old, and as such it
represents a synthesis of the knowledge of a large and varied group of people, communities,
technicians, researchers, administrators and others.

Mr P Baloyi SAEO (Irrigation), Agritex, Chiredzi
Dr J Barrett Systems Manager, NRSP, ODA.'
Dr Charles Batchelor Institute of Hydrology
Dr Roger Blench Research Fellow, ODI
Mr B. I3utaumocho ADAEO, Agritex
Mr John Butterworth Institute of Hydrology
Mr Robin Cadwallader Senior Engineering Adviser, BDDCA
Mr Eamon Cassidy Economic Adviser, BDDCA
Mr S Chamisa ADA, MLGRUD, Bikita
Ms Joy Chidavaenzi Regional Director, African Centre for Holistic

Management
Mr Morris Chidavaenzi The Blair Research Institute, Ministry of Health
Mr Fabeon Chigumira Ngwerume Horticultural Research Centre, R&SS
Mr Pasca Chipadza PAEO, Agritex
Mr G Chipika ADA, MLGRUD, Chivi
Mr A Chitavati NRB, Bikita
Mr Dale Dori Consultant
Mr Peter Dorwood Farming Systems Adviser, University of Reading
Mr Terence Dube Agricultural Assistant, Lowveld Research Stations
Mr G Gumbo CEO, Zaka RDC
Ms Amanda Hammer Consultant
Mr John Hansen Senior Natural Resources Adviser, BDDCA
Ms C Hodza Forestry Commission, Masvingo
Dr David Jackson NRI
Ms B Jiji Agritex, Masvingo
Ms Elisabeth Jones APO, Engineering Div., ODA
Prof. Dyno Keatinge Agricultural Systems Adviser, University of Reading
Mr Chris Lewcock Research Manager, SAPS (NRSP) NRI
Dr Chris Lovell Institute of Hydrology
Mr Mil Lupankwa Department of Geology, University of Zimbabwe
Mr Michael Machote Planning Officer, Bikita RDC
Mr C Mago Department of Water Development
Mr Andrew Mahlekete AEW, Agritex, Chivi
MrJ Maluleke AEO Projects, Chiredzi RDC
MrJ Mangenda The Blair Research Institute, Ministryof Health
Mr G Mapcza Agritex
Ms M Masiyandima Dept Soil Science, University of Zimbabwe
Mr C Matereke AEO Projects, Zaka RDC
Ms Katherine Mathers CARE International Zimbabwe
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Mr Brian Mathew
Mrs Girlmerina Matiza
Mr J Mpamhadzi
Mr Isiah Mharapara
Mr Owen Mhere
Cl. M.D. Mhlanga
Prof. James Milford
Mr B.G. Mombeshora
Mr Patrick Moriarty
Mr Shelton Msika
Mr Godwin Mtetwa
Mr Francis Mugabe
Mr Phanuel Mugabe

Dr Fanuel Nangati
Mr R Nbatshani
Dr Calvin Nhira
Mr George Nhunhama
Mr Jacob Nyagweta
Mr W Nyanhanga
Dr Richard Owen
Mr David Pagare

Mr Simon Pazvakavambwa
Ms Jane Pearey
Prof. Mandivamba Rukuni
Dr Jefta Sakupwanya
Mr Darlington Sarupinda
Mr John Scoggan
Mr L Shumba
Mrs Annie Sithole
Dr Paul Taylor
Mr G Tembo
Dr Steve Twomlow
Mr Willem van Harderwyk
Ms Millie Vela
Mr Dominic Waughray
Ms Sushela Zeitlin

Project Support Officer, Bikita IRWSSP
Economist, WRMS
CEO, Bikita RDC
Head, Lowveld Research Stations, R&SS
Livestock Section, Matopos Research Station
Councillor, Ward 23, Romwe Catchment
Physics Dept., University of Zimbabwe
Head Fanning Systems Research, R&SS
Institute of Hydrology, Romwe Catchment
Department of Water Development, Masvingo
Research Technician, Lowveld Research Stations
Research Officer, Lowveld Research Stations
Centre Applied Social Sciences, University of
Zimbabwe

Social Development Adviser
Water Project, Zvishavane

Centre Applied Social Studies, University of Zimbabwe
National Coordinator, NCU, MLGRUD
Physics Dept, University of Zimbabwe
Agritex
Geology Dept, University of Zimbabwe
DAEO, Agritex, Bikita
Technical Coordinator, WRMS
2nd Secretary Aid, British High Commission
Agricultural Research Council
Management Strategist, WRMS
Monitoring & Evaluation Unit, Agritex
CARE International Zimbabwe
DIH, MNAECC, Bikita
Romwe Catchment
Director, IWSD, University of Zimbabwe
District Administrator, Chivi
Silsoe Research Institute
IUCN-MRDC Chirima Project
ITDG, Chivi

Institute of Hydrology
Social Development Adviser, BDDCA
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